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In the past twenty years, Muslim organizations have established themselves in Germa-

ny with social and political claims. The success story of the Muslim Inssan e.V. in Ber-

lin and the Islamic Relief behind it can be seen as exemplary. 

Initial situation 

Integration debates have also been waged in Germany since the mid-1990s, such as 

the controversies about “Leitkultur” versus “multiculturalism”. Separate camps soon 

formed, the members of which were not afraid to express their positions. Two politi-

cians were particularly prominent, Claudia Roth, the then chairwoman of the Bündnis 

90 / Die Grünen party, and Rita Süssmuth, CDU, President of the Bundestag. With the 

Greens, it's not just Claudia Roth. In November 2000 Christian Ströbele (Member of 

the Bundestag) said: 

“The Greens have always identified with the term multicultural society. It 

is still the goal of Green politics. Multiculturalism, allowing many cultures 

to flourish, is the best alternative to the ominous "German dominant cul-

ture" in the current immigration debate." 

In November 2004, the party leaders of the Greens, Bütikofer and Roth, plead for a 

new foundation for the multicultural society: 

“A fire of intolerance and xenophobia has broken out in the German de-

bate. It was smoldering beforehand. We need to get it deleted again. It's 

about the multicultural society, it's also about freedom. Because without 

multiculturalism, freedom cannot be defined in modern societies. We 

Greens have long been pioneers of “multiculturalism”. It stands for an in-

disputable reality and at the same time for a strong ideal of freedom that 

respects different ways of life. Multiculturalism refers not only to ethnic 

and religious plurality, but also to the process of pluralization in western, 

postmodern societies in general. Behind this is a culture of respect that 

recognizes "deviating ways of life", not only tolerates or allows. [...] The 

ability to speak German is a key to participation in our society. That is why 
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we have campaigned for a compulsory offer of language courses in the Im-

migration Act. " 

This emphasis on German as the common language is then also the 'connecting ele-

ment' to Rita Süssmuth, CDU, President of the Bundestag from 1988 to 1998, ap-

pointed chairwoman of an independent commission on immigration in 2000, which in 

July 2001 presented a comprehensive report "Shaping immigration - promoting inte-

gration", in which there is ao means (p. 200): 

“The willingness to acquire German language skills as well as the recogni-

tion of the Constitution, its values and our legal system are necessary con-

ditions for integration. Integration is a social process in which everyone 

living in a society is involved at all times. The will to integrate is indispen-

sable. This will to integrate is expressed in the fact that each individual 

tries to integrate himself socially on his own initiative. This applies to both 

locals and immigrants. As a political task, integration aims to enable im-

migrants to participate equally in social, economic, cultural and political 

life while respecting cultural diversity." 

And especially with regard to Islamic organizations, it is formulated that any general 

suspicion is false (p. 236): 

“The general suspicion of fundamentalism against Islamic organizations in 

Germany is wrong. There are undoubtedly Islamic organizations here that 

do not feel connected to the free, democratic values of our society. There 

are also behaviors among migrants that do not match the values of the 

Basic Law, such as equal rights for women. On the other hand, numerous 

Muslim associations advocate the integration of their members into Ger-

man society and do good and integrative social and educational work. 

These Muslim associations and organizations striving for integration could 

serve communities and municipalities as contact persons for the Muslim 

population. However, opportunities for discussion must come to an end if 

the values of the Basic Law are called into question or if political instru-

mentalization is intended. If minorities do not show acceptance and toler-
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ance towards the majority society, they cannot claim this for themselves 

either." 

In November 1999, the first public expert discussion on Muslims in Germany took 

place in Bonn with the Federal Government Commissioner for Foreigners Issues, 

Marieluise Beck. 

Johannes Kandel (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung) describes (2004) in his theses "Organized 

Islam in Germany and social integration" the situation of organized Islam in Germany 

as a "process of modernization or adaptation": 

“The institutionalization and organization of Islam - beginning in the 

1980s - increased sharply and at the same time were subject to constant 

change. The path led from the 'classic' foreigners' associations and 

'backyard mosques' to a network of mosque associations and Islamic asso-

ciations, which have gained significantly in weight both vis-à-vis their cli-

entele and the German majority society. They claim to provide Muslims 

with a 'holistic' range of services: religious, social, cultural advice and sup-

port, organization of leisure activities (e.g. cultural and sports clubs), legal 

assistance, education, training of theological specialists and management 

staff, Mission and political advocacy. [...] The leaders of these groups often 

consist of second-generation migrants; they are educated, self-confident 

and politically active. Here we also find a growing number of converts. 

They often act as “gatekeepers” in the communication between the first 

generation functionaries and the majority society. Their familiarity with 

the language and local cultures and their level of education predestined 

them to be activists and speakers of Muslim organizations. Both the 'old 

guard' and the younger converts take on important functions in the organi-

zations, particularly with regard to theological and political education. 

They campaign with great enthusiasm and self-confidence for the social 

recognition of Islam, which they - as a religious community - see as disad-

vantaged and socially marginalized and discriminated against by the 

Christian churches." 
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The French researcher on Islam, Gilles Kepel, outlines a larger context who, according 

to a report (in February 2000), pointed out as early as 1996 that Islamic groups had 

changed their attitudes towards Western Europe - from avoiding conflicts to creating 

“Islamized spaces”: 

“Until the end of the 1980s, Islamist groups did not regard Western Eu-

rope as an area of Islam (Dar al-Islam). Western Europe belonged, in the 

total area of the wicked (Dar al-kufr), to an area of contractual peace (Dar 

al-ahd), where the Muslims did not allow an open conflict with the ungod-

ly environment. “In concrete terms, this meant that Europe was sacred ter-

ritory, a refuge for all movements persecuted in their countries of origin. 

The groups therefore avoided any conflict, ”said Kepel. The change in self-

image has taken place. Europe is now viewed as Dar al-Islam. This means 

that Muslims are at home here and must be able to live according to the 

rules of Sharia. Since this is only possible to a limited extent for the minor-

ity, at least Islamized spaces should be created in which a moral order de-

termined by Islam applies. It can be a school class, a street or a neighbor-

hood. This is the only way to preserve social peace and combat drug addic-

tion and crime. [...] For Gilles Kepel, this logic brings a process of cultural 

separation to an end and promotes a social organization in which closed 

communities face each other. How far this development of parallel socie-

ties has already progressed can be studied in the area around Boppstrasse 

in Berlin-Kreuzberg. There are increasing complaints from residents who 

are turned on or sometimes even spat at by extreme Muslims because of 

their 'revealing' clothing." 

In Berlin, the Islamic Federation has endeavored since 1980 to be able to give Islamic 

religious instruction in schools. The education administration had refused because the 

Islamic Federation was not a religious community. The federation fought for this 

recognition in court and was recognized as a religious community by the Berlin Higher 

Administrative Court in 1998. The education administration continued to delay the 

start, as the teaching content - according to a newspaper report - above all lacks "the 

ability to make one's own decisions and to develop one's conscience freely, as well as 
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the equality of men and women". But the Higher Administrative Court decided that 

the school administration was not allowed to examine the content: 

“The current Berlin School Act, however, leaves no doubt as to who is re-

sponsible. Paragraph 23 states that religious instruction is a matter for the 

churches, religious and ideological communities. Accordingly, the judg-

ment of the Higher Administrative Court of Berlin: The judges have denied 

the school administration the right to assess the content of the teaching. 

The Islamic Federation is controversial because it is classified as extremist 

and is monitored by the Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitu-

tion. So far, however, apparently no findings. The Higher Administrative 

Court said in its ruling that there was no evidence that the teaching deviat-

ed from the state educational goals. Nevertheless, the Turkish Federation 

in Berlin-Brandenburg fears abuse for political purposes and demands 

that the issue be made a top priority." 

When the Senate did not act, the Federal Administrative Court ruled in February 2000 

that the School Senator had to "implement" the OVG ruling immediately. As of Sep-

tember 2001, the Islamic Federation was allowed to begin teaching Islam in two 

school classes after another complaint before the administrative court. 

During this time and under these social framework conditions, the Muslim Inssan 

e.V., whose development exemplifies the various stages on the way to success. 
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Foundation, turbulence and initial networking 

On January 7, 2003, the "Inssan for Cultural Interaction e.V." was entered in the Ber-

lin register of associations. The statutes were already approved on October 25, 2002 

and as Inssan himself writes: "Some preliminary work had to be done before the first 

members met on October 25, 2002 for the festive founding meeting." 

Before the formal registration, there were of course the founding discussions that be-

gan in 2001. It is said to have been about 40 people who met in autumn 2001. In 

"Islamic Community Life in Berlin, 2006" it says: 

“The association Inssan, which means human or humanity in Turkish, Ar-

abic and Urdu, was founded in 2001 by young people with an Arabic back-

ground with the idea of breaking new ground. Despite only about 40 mem-

bers, the professionally organized association with its two permanent em-

ployees and interns is very active in Berlin. ” 1 

And the new thing about Inssan is described as follows: 

“As in Berlin, a new generation of Muslims is fighting for acceptance on all 

sides in many large cities in Europe in order to be recognized as Muslims 

as well as Germans, French or English. The spaces that are created and 

that they organize themselves are not only the result of the differences be-

tween generations. They are also an expression of the attempt to position 

themselves against a predominantly negative perception of Islam in West-

ern societies - a self-imposed task that concerns these young Muslims on a 

daily basis. They are often observed with skepticism and distrust, but they 

also meet with a positive response and offer material for discussion on 

dealing with Islamic organizations." 

1. Riem Spielhaus / Alexa Färber (ed.)“ Islamic Community Life in Berlin ”, on behalf 

of the Commissioner of the Senate for Integration and Migration, Berlin, 2006. 

page 60.  
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What is remarkable about this representation is that it is almost identical with the self

-portrayal of Muslim Youth in Germany e.V., which was founded in 1994 (under the 

motto: "Muslim? Young? German? Good!"), eight years before Inssan (2002). 

“The Muslim Youth in Germany e. V. (MJD) is the only German, independ-

ent, Muslim youth organization. It has set itself the goal of bringing Mus-

lim young people together and supporting them in finding their identity 

and developing their personalities. Various offers motivate young people to 

discover their talents and get involved in society. In the mid-1990s there 

were only a few youth work programs, most of which were organized by 

mosque communities and took place in the members' native languages. 

Often the offers are not geared enough to the living conditions of the 

young people. The MJD wanted to change that: From the beginning it saw 

itself not only as a German-speaking organization, but also as a German 

organization. She wanted to represent young Muslims who saw Germany 

as the center of their lives and their home. The Muslim faith and everyday 

life in Germany are not in contradiction and the young people wanted to 

be actively involved in social discussions and processes. The majority of 

the members have a migration background, with no particular country of 

origin dominating. In addition to Germany, her parents come from differ-

ent countries such as Germany, Afghanistan, Algeria, Morocco, Iran, Jor-

dan, Egypt, Pakistan, Syria, Turkey or Uzbekistan. The cultural diversity 

among the members is a specialty of the MJD and distinguishes it from all 

other Muslim youth organizations in Germany. All MJD offers, even the 

annual meeting with around 1000 participants, are planned and carried 

out independently by young people for young people. An essential part of 

the MJD's self-image is the German-Muslim identity. Young people active-

ly experience that a religious awareness is very compatible with the West-

ern way of life. Through its work, the MJD also strengthens young people's 

awareness of democracy. You will be shown opportunities and perspectives 

that make life in a democratic society possible." 
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This point of view finds a parallel to the developments in France (even if the majority 

of Muslims there come from North Africa), as discussed by the French sociologist 

Gilles Kepel when he answers the question of what has changed among French Mus-

lims since 1987 - the immigrant Muslim parents have French children who are also 

looking for their identity in Islam. 

“Twenty-five years ago, Muslims were immigrant workers who practiced 

their religion to a limited extent. They avoided pork, but drank alcohol and 

were just as flexible with halal regulations as they were with Ramadan. 

They did their prayers as best they could. It was an Islam of submission. A 

quarter of a century later, Islam in France became the Islam of France. The 

fathers stayed, their children are French, they were brought up in France, 

but some of them feel strange and estranged, mainly because of unemploy-

ment. In their youth they were 'rice-Islamized' by the Muslim Brotherhood 

who came from North Africa and broke away from French society. The 

boys have created a substitute identity based on what they believe to be the 

source of their identity: Islam, that of the Muslim Brotherhood or - even 

more minority - that of the Salafists. This Islam goes beyond that of their 

parents, that of the original North African rural population. " 

The then managing director of Inssan, Lydia Nofal, replied in November 2003 to the 

Berlin city newspaper “Scheinschlag” when asked: “How is your association com-

posed?”: 

“Most of them are students or academics, and more and more school chil-

dren. The nationalities are mixed: Arabs, Turks and Germans, Bosnians, 

Pakistanis and Kurds, Sunnis and Shiites. We are currently praying in 

different mosques, at DITIB, some go to the Islamic Federation, many in 

Arab mosques. " 

The anthropologist Esra Özyürek spoke to convertites in Germany in 2014/2015 and 

comes to an extended account of the founding of Inssan: 2 

2. Esra Özyürek: “German Muslims - Muslim Germans. Encounters with converts to 

Islam. ”Heidelberg: 2017, 176 pages. Page 51.  
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“Another […] Islamic organization without any commitment to a specific 

religious denomination and representative character is Inssan (“ man ”). It 

was founded predominantly by converts who follow a much more ortho-

dox interpretation of Islam than the Muslim Academy and who continue to 

shape the organization to this day. Inssan is financed by a group of Mus-

lims who want to create an Islamic umbrella organization whose activities 

contribute to cultural, ethnic and religious diversity in Germany. Inssan 

organizes events for interreligious dialogue and a campaign against forced 

marriage, tries to promote the coexistence of Muslims and non-Muslims, 

documents cases of discrimination and offers preventive training against 

them. The founders told me that they had decided to set up a new organi-

zation because the Turkish-Islamic organizations were so hierarchical and 

they had no place in them. The association defines its strength as being 

open to dialogue with all other religious groups - an aspect that distin-

guishes it from the organizations of migrant Muslims. They even met him 

with a certain resistance because they see in him competition in the repre-

sentation of Muslims in Germany in the event that Islam should one day 

receive the status of a state-recognized religion. " 
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Website 

The first recording of Inssan's website on the “Wayback Machine” of the Internet ar-

chive is dated March 1, 2003. The site is offered in five language versions: 1. Turkish, 

2. English, 3. "Frensch", 4. German, 5. Arabic. It is noteworthy that for an association 

- with German as the explicitly declared association language - German is not the first, 

i.e. the most important language, but Turkish, that "English" and "Arabic" are written 

in English, and "Frensch" is also English, but was written onomatopoeically in Ger-

man. 

From April to November the motto is: “Our website will be available again shortly!”, 

Which was then registered on December 22nd, 2003. There it says: “What is Inssan?” 

Answer: 

“Inssan means to be human, to be humane. The word comes from Arabic and has en-

tered all oriental languages. Inssan is the basis: for a peaceful coexistence, for a fruit-

ful exchange, for togetherness instead of side by side, for enlightenment, development, 

education and culture. " 

At the top left is a logo showing two stylized people swinging cloth in front of the glass 

dome of the Reichstag building. 

 

These figures are immediately reminiscent of the “Humping Man”, the (happy, dy-

namic) symbol and (in variations) identification mark of various humanistic associa-

tions, including the umbrella organization, the IHEU (International Humanistic and 

Ethical Union). It was developed by the British Humanist Association in 1965. Appar-
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ently the term “human” and the corresponding logo were taken directly from the Eng-

lish context. 

Turbulence 

After approval of the association's statutes, the building application for a large Muslim 

cultural center with a mosque on Pflügerstrasse in Neukölln was submitted in October 

2002. The planned cultural center should have an area of 6,400 square meters, includ-

ing a mosque with 1,200 square meters, along with a library, seminar rooms and res-

taurants. 

A million dollar project by a small academy association? It would have been by far the 

largest mosque in Berlin and, due to its size, refers to another possible founding aspect 

of Inssan e. V .: Political Islam seeks the public, meaning the visibility of large, repre-

sentative mosques with correspondingly high minarets. This happens analogously to 

the major Christian churches in Germany, which vehemently oppose the fact that reli-

gion is a private matter. Especially after 9/11 and the negative image of Islam, young-

er political scientists go on the offensive, according to the motto: “Out of the back-

yards, out into the public eye!” And the advisory board members support the associa-

tion. 

Inssan evaded to the Berlin district of Charlottenburg, where resistance was also great. 

When asked why in Charlottenburg in particular, Lydia Nofal replied in an interview 

in Tagesspiegel in January 2008 ('I don't wear a headscarf either') that Inssan wants to 

get Muslims out of the backyards and that German is spoken in the mosques becomes: 

“The Inssan association is based in Kreuzberg, but wants to build a 

mosque for 700 people in Charlottenburg. Doesn't the mosque look like a 

UFO there? Some of our members live in Charlottenburg. It is also a color-

ful district where many Muslims live. In the class of a member's daughter, 

Muslim children are in the majority. There are also two mosques. Can't 

Inssan's members pray there? No. On the one hand, these are not real 

mosques, but factory floors that are used as prayer rooms. If you want in-

tegration, Muslims must be allowed to come out of the backyards. Turkish 

is also spoken in these mosques. We want to make German-language 
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offers. This is the only way to overcome the home orientation and ethnic 

division of the Muslim community and achieve a European identity for 

Muslims. For many young people it no longer makes sense to orientate 

themselves on the country of their grandparents. You grew up here, for you 

Germany is home. We want to make offers for them - in a representative 

center." 

The scale of the project is clear from the official document DS-No .: 0828/3 of the dis-

trict council assembly: 

“A Muslim cultural center is to be built on the former industrial estate, in-

cluding the structure of the building facing Keplerstrasse, which, in addi-

tion to a mosque (715 sqm), also has a sales room (400 sqm), a community 

hall (500 sqm), a restaurant, a café and a canteen (250 sqm), a dialogue 

and information center (200 sqm), business rooms (200 sqm), administra-

tion rooms (150 sqm), seminar rooms (270 sqm), a library with media 

room (90 sqm), a kindergarten (300 sqm), youth club (200 sqm), a wom-

en's center (130 sqm), office space (450 sqm) and residential units (500 

sqm). The concept is based on a total of 4,355 square meters of floor space, 

79 vehicle and 40 bicycle parking spaces. The construction area is to be 

designated as a special area in order to enable the above-mentioned uses 

in the overall concept. " 

It wasn't just the size of the cultural center/mosque building or the aspect that only a 

few Muslims would live in Charlottenburg, so why such a mosque? But above all the 

question of funding. When it turned out that the property was to be bought by Ibrahim 

El-Zayat, who had already signed the purchase agreement on behalf of the European 

Trust Foundation, the project got into the political and media public. Ibrahim El-Zayat 

is regarded as the "key figure for the political and organizational rapprochement of the 

Arab and Turkish Islamists." Since Milli Görüs (founded in 1972/1995 for Germany) 

is considered the "Turkish variant of the Muslim Brotherhood" (founded in 

1960/1982 for Germany), Organizationally independent but consistent in terms of 

content, this commonality with regard to the funding of Inssan would be obvious. 
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Ibrahim El-Zayat was President of the Islamic Community Germany (IGD) from 2002 

to 2010, and since 2018 the German Muslim Community. V. (DMG), which is classi-

fied as a "branch of the Muslim Brotherhood" by the Office for the Protection of the 

Constitution. El-Zayat was on the board of Islamic Relief Germany and Islamic Relief 

Worldwide and is the general representative of EMUG (European Mosque Construc-

tion and Support Association), which now manages around 300 million Görüs 

mosques in Germany. “El-Zayat also stands for the connection between the two mi-

lieus in terms of family: His wife Sabiha el-Zayat-Erbakan is the sister of the former 

chairman of Millî Görüş in Germany, Mehmet Erbakan. The founder of the organiza-

tion, the Turkish Islamist Necmettin Erbakan, who died in 2011, was her uncle. ”In 

1997, El-Zayat founded the“ Consulting Form SLM ”(a property management compa-

ny), which had become active for Inssan in Charlottenburg. Inssan explained that the 

contacts were limited to "a purely technical level". All allegations of proximity to the 

Muslim Brotherhood were rejected by Inssan in a press release dated February 23, 

2004 as "not proven". 

Apart from that, Islamic Relief and Inssan e. V. have the same address: Gitschiner 

Straße 17, left and right shop. And the INSSAN advisory board has also included the 

office manager of Islamic Relief in Berlin, Ismet Misirlioglu, since 2003. In the press 

release of 02/23/2004 Inssan writes unimpressed: 

“The allegations made against cooperation partners of inssan could not yet 

be substantiated and inssan refuses to allow its work to be ruined by unde-

tectable allegations. A different situation would certainly arise for the asso-

ciation if cooperation partners were proven to reject the basic values of our 

social order or even to advocate violence. If this is not the case, the associ-

ation seeks dialogue and cooperation with representatives of both Muslim 

and non-Muslim organizations in order to be able to play its integrative 

role. As a vehement advocate of democracy, pluralism, the rule of law and 

equal rights for all people, the association is convinced that only through 

dialogue and cooperation can these values be implemented everywhere 

and the integration of Muslims into our society achieved. " 
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The discussions in the Berlin District Assembly are controversial, after all, the project 

is not approved. 

The key point is how the Muslim Brotherhood and Milli Görüs organizations are rated. 

"Muslim Brotherhood" is obviously understandable ("Patriarchal Muslims"), but who 

knows what "Milli Görüs" ("National View") means? 

This two offensive “don't mess, but clunk!” suddenly brought the small association in-

to negative public limelight - both in the media and in the district council assemblies - 

and Inssan had to gain acceptance again over two or three years 'small by small': With 

postcard campaigns against forced marriages, calls for blood donations, football 

games pastors against imams, Islam weeks, Kreuzberg in conversation, Hajj exhibi-

tion, Jewish-Muslim encounters, joint statement on homophobia, neighborhood cam-

paigns, literary mosque, together against terrorism, International Women's Day, con-

ferences, in Schools: Peaceful Minds, among others. 
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More problems and cross connections 

As said, the key question is, in addition to the assessment of Islamic Relief, the ques-

tion of the assessment of the Muslim Brotherhood and Milli Görüs. The issue here is 

that the Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitution classified both organiza-

tions as “legalistic Islamism” in its annual reports. 

"Legalistic" means that they are not ready to use violence, but remain within the 

framework of the legal system ("March through the institutions"), and "Islamism" that 

they nevertheless strive to express their ideas of an Islamic society (keywords: unity of 

religion and state, Sharia). 

Mentioning it in a report by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution also has 

very practical disadvantages. An association, according to German law, as a legal per-

son loses its classification as "non-profit" and cannot issue a donation receipt. 

For the Muslim Brotherhood, Islamic Relief and the IGMG (Islamic Community Milli 

Görüs) this is irrelevant, as they operate in international contexts, for Inssan it is more 

important, since in addition to the lack of non-profit status, the political evaluation as 

"not worthy of support" can be made, what actually happened. 

In the Berlin Constitutional Protection Report 2006 (published in June 2007) it basi-

cally states (p. 5): 

“It is crucial to obtain information about potential threats as early as pos-

sible and to take measures against actual threats. It is just as important, 

however, to counter radicalization tendencies in the Islamist area right 

from the start. We will not achieve real security without a dialogue with 

everyone who is of good will. The dialogue with the Muslims in our city is 

therefore of particular importance. We need to talk to each other instead of 

about each other. The Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitution 

regularly takes part in the Berlin Islam Forum, which was launched [2005] 

by the Commissioner for Integration. At the federal level there are talks 

between the security authorities and Muslim associations. Finally, the Ger-

man Islam Conference is also moving in this direction. This dialogue 
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makes our future more secure. It is therefore right that at the federal level, 

too, those are not excluded who deviate from our idea of a free democratic 

constitutional state with their conception of the state - if they are not pre-

pared to use violence. It is therefore right that there are also talks with 

groups that are close to the “Muslim Brotherhood” and the “Islamic Com-

munity Milli Görüş”. It's not about blurring the lines; the free democratic 

basic order is not negotiable. But you have to be able to talk about religious 

freedom." 

Regarding the Muslim Brotherhood, it says (p. 258): 

“In Germany, the interests of the MB are supported by the“ Islamic Com-

munity in Germany e. V. “(IGD), which is under the influence of the Egyp-

tian MB. Several Islamic Centers in Germany belong to the IGD. Its main 

activities are currently directed towards the organization and orientation 

of the Muslims living in Germany in line with the ideology of the MB. The 

“Islamic Culture and Education Center Berlin e.V. " 

And with Milli Görüs (p. 104) "no ideological reorientation is discernible": 

“In the Turkish Islamist“ Islamic Community Milli Görüş e.V. “(IGMG) no 

ideological reorientation is discernible. There were neither public discus-

sions between reformers and traditionalists, nor were specific reform pro-

jects initiated. The reformers apparently cannot prevail against the tradi-

tionalists in the organization. Continuing close ties to Necmettin Erbakan, 

his party, the “Saadet Partisi” (SP), as well as their mouthpiece “Milli 

Gazete” (“National Newspaper”) prove that the IGMG is still part of the 

“Milli Görüş” movement who continues to propagate Islamist positions. 

The IGMG's main areas of action were the recruitment of new members 

and the intensification of contacts with politics and society. " 

This is not just a problem for Inssan, but also affects the befriended "Muslim Youth" 

from which Inssan's board members also come: 
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“As members of the executive board explain in an interview, the Muslim 

Youth in Germany (MJD) was not recognized as a carrier of youth work 

because it was mentioned in the reports of the state offices for the protec-

tion of the constitution in Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria and Hesse and the 

Federal Office for the protection of the constitution . Following its mention 

in reports for the protection of the constitution, the German-speaking or-

ganization, which has also been active in Berlin since 1998, lost its recog-

nition as a non-profit association and the associated exemption from in-

come and wealth taxes and did not regain it until the beginning of 2018. In 

an interview, the former chairwoman of the Muslim Youth reports that the 

Robert Bosch Foundation, the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees 

and the Federal Youth Ministry, who are principally interested in funding 

the association's projects, are either because of its observation by the 

Office for the Protection of the Constitution or because the association 

could not show any charitable status, would not be able to cooperate." 3 

In this regard, it might have made sense for Inssan to distance himself from the Mus-

lim Brotherhood and Milli Görüs in public, but the opposite happens. 

3. Riem Spielhaus / Nina Mühe:" Islamic common life in Berlin ". Published by the 

Erlangen Center for Islam and Law in Europe EZIRE, 2018, p. 55.  
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Inssan Festival 2006 

On September 10th, 2006 INSSAN is organizing a festival on the central fairground in 

Berlin-Tegel with a big stage like pop concerts, with a show program and a bazaar. 

Around 5,000 spectators come from all over Germany. Star guests are the famous pop 

singer Sami Yusuf, who sings in Arabic / English but no German, the well-known MTV 

presenter and convert Kristiane Backer, who had a discreet three-year love affair in 

London with a famous, devout Muslim Pakistani (Imran Khan, then "National hero" 

as a cricketer and currently Prime Minister of Pakistan) - which she describes in detail 

in her book "From MTV to Mecca" - and does not wear a headscarf in public (except 

on the cover of the English edition and the German paperback edition of her book). 

The media success and recognition are great. 
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The main sponsor is the organization "Muslims Help", the stage sponsor is "Safadi-

Touristik", bazaar sponsors are "em2-Kommunikation" (an agency that wants to acti-

vate the economic potential of Muslims in Germany), "MuslimeReisen" and the 

"Tahira- Restaurant ", which advertises" The Halal Choice ". The following are named 

as supporters: IBMus (Initiative Berliner Muslime / Moscheegemeinden), IGMG 

(Islamic Community Milli Görrüs), as well as the IZDB (Intercultural Center for Dia-

logue and Education) and the IKEZ (Islamic Culture and Education Center Berlin 

e.V.), which both are assigned to the Muslim Brotherhood in the Berlin Constitutional 

Protection Report 2007. The IKEZ also says (p. 235): 'The Berlin meeting point for 

HAMAS supporters is the' Islamic Culture and Education Center Berlin e.V. ‘(IKEZ).‘ 

The main sponsor “Muslime helfen e.V.” was chaired by Ahmad von Denffer from 

1993 to 2011, who maintains close professional and substantive relationships with the 

Muslim Brotherhood and is committed to transforming German society into an Islam-

ic one. 
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The Inssan e. V. continues to expressly and obviously place its 'association roof' on two 

strong pillars: the German organizations of the Muslim Brotherhood and of Milli 

Görüs. 

This also happens in other contexts, as reported by ZDF (2007): 

“When the ZDF 'Heute-Journal' made an article about the chairman of the 

IGD, Ibrahim el-Zayat, and broadcasted it on 07/11/2007 under the title 

'Top Manager of Political Islamism?', El-Zayat, who in the contribution 

does not deny its spiritual closeness to the Muslim Brotherhood and de-

scribes their interpretation of Islam as 'mainstream', the TV team goes to 

the IZDB and can be filmed there. 'In any case, el-Zayat prefers to devote 

himself to the next generation. Thanks to his contacts, the young German 

imam, here next to him, was trained in France and Egypt. What Islam did 

he learn there? Certainly one who corresponds to el-Zayat's ideas ‘is the 

commentary on these recordings. The young man presented in the article 

as a 'young German imam' and seen in the picture talking friendly with el-

Zayat is Ferid Heider. The reference to his training in France is also im-

portant, because this means the IESH with the European University for Is-

lamic Studies at Château-Chinon. It is no coincidence that Ferid Heider is 

at the IZDB on this day. Since the establishment of the IZDB and the offi-

cial opening of the premises in Drontheimer Straße in October 2004, there 

have been numerous joint activities between the IZDB and the brother or-

ganizations of the Berlin network known as the “Initiative Berliner Mus-

lims - IBMus”, especially with the Muslim associations Youth in Germany 

(MJD), INSSAN - for cultural interaction e. V. and the culture and educa-

tion center (IKEZ) and its youth club Assalam e. V. " 4 

 

4. Claudia Dantschke / Claudia Luzar:" Aspects of the threat to democracy in the Ber-

lin district of Mitte and possibilities for democratic intervention ". Edited by the 

Center for Democratic Culture. Berlin, 2007. page 28.  
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Accordingly, it says in the Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitution Report 

2007 (p. 251): 

“The organization of supporters of the“ Muslim Brotherhood ”(MB) with 

the largest number of members in Germany is the“ Islamic Community in 

Germany ”. V. "(IGD), [...]. The IGD has connections to a number of asso-

ciations. In Berlin, this includes the 'Intercultural Center for Dialogue and 

Education'. V. ‘(IZDB), the 'Islamic Culture and Education Center e. V. 

‘(IKEZ), but also 'INSSAN for cultural interaction e. V. ‘as well as the“ As-

sociation of Intercultural Centers VIZ e. V.‘" 

Also in the Berlin Constitutional Protection Report 2008 (p. 188): 

“Since 2002 the IGD has been headed by Ibrahim El-Zayat. He denies be-

longing to the MB. However, he was referred to as the 'head of the Muslim 

Brotherhood in Germany' by the current leader of the MB, Mohammad 

Mahdi Akif, in an interview on ARD broadcast on February 23, 2007. 

When the newspaper Die Welt published this statement in an article, El-

Zayat obtained a reply. […] The IGD has connections to a number of asso-

ciations. In Berlin, this includes the 'Intercultural Center for Dialogue and 

Education'. V. ‘(IZDB), the 'Islamic Culture and Education Center e. V. 

‘(IKEZ), but also 'INSSAN for cultural interaction e. V. ‘as well as the, As-

sociation of Intercultural Centers VIZ e. V.‘" 

These representations are repeated verbatim in the 2009 report. From 2010, Inssan 

e.V. was however no longer mentioned. It only says (p. 176): 

“The IGD has connections to a number of associations. In Berlin, this in-

cludes the 'Intercultural Center for Dialogue and Education' e.V. ‘(IZDB), 

the 'Islamic Culture and Education Center e.V. ‘(IKEZ) as well as the Asso-

ciation of Intercultural Centers e.V. ‘(VIZ)." 

From the 2014 report, the presentation of the Muslim Brotherhood and Milli-Görüs 

will be significantly shorter and more reserved. So it says in 2014 (p. 66): 
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“In the meantime, parts of the IGMG supporters in Berlin are no longer 

pursuing extremist goals. Overall, a process of change can be observed that 

shows the gradual detachment from Erbakan's extremist ideology. In addi-

tion, internal posts were filled with reform-oriented functionaries. This de-

velopment is taken into account in that the entire organization of the 

IGMG is no longer rated as extremist, but only the bearers of the extremist 

"Millî Görüş" ideology. The Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitu-

tion therefore looks at those organizations and efforts whose goals include 

the implementation of the “Milli Görüş” ideology. This reduces the poten-

tial of people in Berlin from the former 2,900 people at the IGMG to 500 

IGMG members who support the "Millî Görüş" movement." 

Only a brief historical overview of the Muslim Brotherhood is published and then writ-

ten (p. 63): 

“The organization of MB supporters with the largest number of members 

in Germany is the Islamic Community in Germany, founded in 1960. V. 

‘(IGD). The IGD has connections to a number of associations. In Berlin, 

this includes the 'Intercultural Center for Dialogue and Education'. V. 

‘(IZDB), the 'Islamic Culture and Education Center Berlin e. V. ‘(IKEZ), the 

'Neukölln Meeting Place e. V. ‘(NBS), also known as' Dar as-Salam Mosque 

', and the' Teiba Cultural Center for the Promotion of Education and Un-

derstanding e.V. ‘(TKZ)." 

In the Berlin VS reports 2017 and 2018, no more 'affiliated' organizations are named. 
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Legal and other barriers 

What had happened until 2009/2010 that the Inssan e. V. was no longer mentioned by 

the Office for the Protection of the Constitution? Julia Gerlach mentions 5 three rea-

sons: 

“However, the association soon appeared in the Berlin report for the pro-

tection of the constitution. He was brought closer to the Muslim Brother-

hood; The situation is similar with many Arab-influenced organizations 

and communities in Berlin. For example the Daras-Salam in Neukölln. The 

special thing about Inssan e. V. is, however, that it was possible to get rid 

of the stigma of being mentioned in the protection of the constitution. This 

was achieved through a lot of persuasion, campaigns, for example against 

forced marriage and extremism, and a constant effort to establish good 

contacts with politics. " 

In addition to persuasion, campaigns and contacts, another component will become 

clearer from 2010/2011: the involvement of the courts through lawsuits against evalu-

ations of the Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitution. 

For organizations that are friends with Inssan, such as the Muslim Youth, the judg-

ment of the Berlin Administrative Court in February 2012 was: “The protection of the 

Constitution is only allowed to report on Muslim Youth to a limited extent. 

“The Office for the Protection of the Constitution 2009 has to be revised in 

part. The Berlin judges on Thursday responded to the lawsuit of Muslim 

Youth in Germany. In principle, there is the right to report on efforts 

against the free democratic basic order, according to the Administrative 

Court (VG). However, this presupposes that the Federal Office for the Pro-

tection of the Constitution can rely on verifiable facts. Otherwise, the pri-

5. Julia Gerlach: “Helpful partners: Muslim communities and their commitment to 

refugees”, published by Bertelsmann Stiftung, Gütersloh, 2017, 92 pages. P.27 / 28. 

https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/fileadmin/files/BSt/Publikationen/

GrauePublikationen/LW_Broschuere_Hilfsbereite_Partner_2017.pdf  
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vacy rights of those affected stand in the way of reporting (judgment of 

February 16, 2012, ref. 1 K 237.10). In the 2009 report it is mentioned, 

among other things, that in a training manual of the Muslim Youth in Ger-

many e.V., certain anti-constitutional statements were found. Further-

more, the association recommends its members to orientate themselves in 

all questions of the Islamic legal interpretation to the stipulations of the 

European Council for Fatwa and Research (ECFR). With regard to some of 

the statements considered unconstitutional by the Office for the Protection 

of the Constitution, there is insufficient evidence that the association used 

them as part of a training guide. Despite the relevant evidence, the intelli-

gence agencies were unable to prove that the material was actually being 

used. The same applies to the assertion that the association recommends 

its members to orientate themselves on the requirements of the ECFR. It is 

not proven with sufficient certainty that such a recommendation was 

made." 

In the 2016 report on the Protection of the Constitution in Berlin, there were four in-

stitutions (“Intercultural Center for Dialogue and Education” (IZDB), the “Islamic 

Culture and Education Center” (IKEZ) and the “Teiba Cultural Center for the Promo-

tion of Education and Understanding) e.V. "(TKZ) with the Islamic Community of Ger-

many (IGD), and thus the Muslim Brotherhood, in connection. This is important for 

Inssan as its managing director Mohammad Hajjaj is vice-chairman of the Teiba. The 

chairman and imam of the Teiba cultural center, Ferid Heider, also publicly shows the 

“R4bia” greeting from the Muslim Brotherhood and its supporters. 

About the fourth facility, the Neukölln Meeting Center (NBS) / Dar-as-Salam Mosque, 

it was written (p. 78, now deleted), “the NBS is thus in a field of tension that is typical 

of endeavors in the area of legalistic Islamism ." This was followed by (p. 78, not delet-

ed): 

“On the one hand, it positions itself against any violence in the name of Is-

lam and is involved in integration and prevention work. On the other 

hand, it maintains connections with the MB. The 'Muslim Brotherhood' 

and its related organizations in Germany and Europe such as the FIOE 
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and the FAD do not reject democracy in principle and are in favor of free 

elections and the separation of powers. However, they strive for the devel-

opment of a legal practice on the basis of traditional Islamic scriptures that 

are considered to be authentic. In doing so, they are calling for a form of 

Islamic legal creation that refers to the Sharia as the main source of law - 

at least for Muslims living in Germany. The free democratic basic order is 

not supported unconditionally in this way, but a purely opportunistic posi-

tion on German law is adopted. " 

The NBS sued the sentence (which has since been deleted) and other findings. The 

lawsuit was dismissed by the Administrative Court of Berlin on April 25, 2018 because 

the "connections cited in the challenged report are based on true factual findings" 6. 

(The property was bought by the Islamic Community of Germany (IGD) for 550,000 

euros, the NBS pays a symbolic monthly rent of 700 euros and the IGD also uses it for 

meetings and conferences.) The Neukölln meeting place appealed and the Berlin 

Higher Administrative Court took hold July 23, 2018 the decision that parts of the 

representation of the protection of the constitution for 2016 may be deleted and 2017 

no longer be used, "as long as the mention of the applicant with regard to the assess-

ment of his function in the structure of legalistic Islamism is not clarified." It will not 

ad personam proves that an anti-constitutional activity is being carried out, and an 

office for the protection of the constitution Right is “not an activity report, but a result 

report”, for which a “suspicion report” is inadmissible. 

The concept of legalistic Islamism was thus legally protected. 

Islamic Relief, the Teiba cultural center, the Muslim youth of Germany and others. m. 

Are in an elaboration of the Federal Agency for Civic Education 7 about the "Muslim 

Brotherhood in Germany" as parts of the Network of the Muslim Brotherhood in Ger-

6. Https://www.berlin.de/sen/inneres/verfassungsschutz/publikationen/

verfassungsschutzberichte/  

7. https://www.bpb.de/politik/extremismus/islamismus/290422/die-

muslimbruderschaft-in-deutschland  
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many. The federal government also mentions personal connections in April 2019 (BT-

Drucksache 19/9415, page 11): 

“To the knowledge of the Federal Government, both 'Islamic Relief World-

wide' and 'Islamic Relief Deutschland e.V. ‘have significant personal con-

nections to the 'Muslim Brotherhood' (MB) or related organizations." 

Consolidation and scientific protection 

The networking had progressed and the contact to the Open Society Institute of the 

Open Society Foundation of the billionaire George Soros was not only evident in the 

fact that the Open Society Foundation is officially named as a "supporter" who 

"structurally supports" Inssan, which means primarily in the networking work, but al-

so in the publication (2010) of a study financed by the Open Society Institute 

“Muslims in Berlin” (in German and English). The starting point for the Open Society 

Foundation is its self-image: 

“A central concern of the Open Society Institute (OSI) is equality and equal 

opportunities for all people in an open society. The aim of the work of the 

OSI is, on the one hand, to reduce discrimination, in particular the damage 

that minorities have experienced through discriminatory treatment. An-

other goal is to ensure equal opportunities for all by including them in gov-

ernment programs for social integration. " 

The field work and the interviews for “Muslims in Berlin” took place in 2008 and 2009 

and the lead scientist / author is Nina Mühe, ethnologist and research assistant at the 

chair for cultural studies of Prof. Dr. Werner Schiffauer, Europa Universität Viadrina, 

Frankfurt / Oder, who is expressly thanked in the foreword. 

"Prof. Schiffauer supported the OSI study in Berlin Kreuzberg during the 

entire duration of the research, he contributed to the background report 

on Germany and contributed his experience and knowledge about Mus-

lims in Germany until the report was published. His support was invalua-

ble. " 
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Substantial parts of the report are based on interviews, among others. with the politi-

cians Prof. Dr. Barbara John, first commissioner for integration in Berlin from 1981 to 

2003 (CDU), Berlin / Günter Piening, commissioner for integration and migration in 

Berlin since 2003, Senate Department for Integration, Labor and Social Affairs, Berlin. 

For Muslim organizations, the interviewees were: 

• Burhan Kesici, Secretary General of the Islamic Council of the Federal Republic 

and Deputy Chairman of the Islamic Federation of Berlin, Berlin 

• Imran Sagir, chairman of the local organization Inssan e. V. and board member 

of DMK (German-speaking Muslim Circle), Berlin 

• Lydia Nofal, board member of Inssan e. V. 

• Hakan Tosuner, board member of the Muslim youth organization MJD (Muslim 

Youth Germany), Berlin 

• Meho Travljanin, Bosnian Islamic Cultural Center, Berlin 

• Abdul Razzaque, member of IBMus and the Urdu-speaking mosque association 

Bilal-Moschee, school mediator in Charlottenburg, Berlin 

With these sources it is not surprising that in this report the Inssan e.V. and friends is 

well presented. As an example it says: 

“At the level of the city administration, Berlin set up the Islam Forum in 

2005, which gives representatives of most Muslim associations the oppor-

tunity to meet with official political representatives, such as the Senator for 

the Interior or the Commissioner for Integration and even representatives 

from the Office for the Protection of the Constitution, four times a year. 

According to both the Muslim participants and the political representa-

tives who take part in the forum, this has already contributed a great deal 

to mutual understanding and trust. Inssan has the impression that the 

contacts may have contributed to local politicians campaigning for their 

mosque construction project in Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, although the 

project and the organization met with a lot of rejection from some politi-

cians and in the local media at times would have. The Senator for the Inte-

rior had even written an official letter to the district administration of 
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Charlottenburg, in which he confirmed that Inssan promoted the integra-

tion of the Muslim residents and should therefore be supported. This letter 

represented an important political step, as Inssan had been observed by 

the Office for the Protection of the Constitution in the past." 

Also with regard to the question of whether the Muslim associations are representing 

the Muslims in Germany at all, Inssan gets the floor (p. 143): 

“A recent survey by the Islam Conference on Muslims in Germany seems 

to support the statement that Muslim organizations do not represent the 

majority of Muslims living in Germany. It states that less than a third of 

the respondents feel represented by the organizations about which they 

were asked. However, these results are disputed by interviewees such as 

Lydia Nofal von Inssan. She describes this as systematic misleading and 

falsification in order to support the political rejection and rejection of the 

corporate status for Muslim organizations, since the participants in the 

study were only asked about certain umbrella organizations. Some of these 

umbrella organizations are hardly known among the respondents, while 

other, well-known organizations such as the Islamic Community Milli 

Görüs (IGMG) were not even mentioned directly in the survey. This was 

justified by the fact that they were not direct members of the Islam Confer-

ence. (Federal Office for Migration, Muslim Life, p. 179.)" 

On the one hand, these political contacts play a role in ensuring that Inssan was no 

longer mentioned by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution and therefore 

does not have to go through the courts. On the other hand, the aforementioned ethnol-

ogist and cultural scientist Prof. Dr. Werner Schiffauer was also supportive. 

Werner Schiffauer is or was (he has now retired) one of the most influential Islam re-

searchers in Germany. He was not only chairman of the Council for Migration (an as-

sociation of around 170 migration researchers), research assistants at his chair were 

not only the aforementioned Nina Mühe, whose doctoral supervisor he is and who has 

been the project coordinator of the CLAIM conference since 2017, but also as only a 

second example, Hakan Tosuner, managing director of the “Avicenna-Studienwerk” 
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founded in 2013 (promotion of talented Muslims), who was a member of the Muslim 

Youth in Berlin and the Forum of European Muslim Youth and Student Organizations 

(FEMYSO) in Brussels for several years. 

Schiffauer presented his position vis-à-vis the protection of the Constitution in the Mi-

gration Report 2006 unequivocally and publicly at a relatively early stage: 

“As co-editor of the migration report, which appears every two years, 

Schiffauer analyzes the effects of preventive security policy on Muslims. In 

addition to clearly extremist groups ('caliphate state'), organizations such 

as the Islamic Community of Germany and Milli Görüs are also being ob-

served by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution, although a 

change of direction has taken place within these associations, says the mi-

gration researcher. According to their own statement, they acknowledge 

the Basic Law and distance themselves from violence. It would be neces-

sary to examine this claim objectively. Instead, information in the pub-

lished reports on the protection of the constitution is reproduced in a high-

ly selective manner, criticizes Schiffauer. The attempt by these communi-

ties to promote Islamic self-confidence in youth work is condemned as anti

-integrationist. However, if at the same time in the same municipalities it 

is promoted to send the children to German secondary schools, this is not 

taken into account in the reports. Contradictory statements are not taken 

as an expression of internal arguments, but denounced as duplicity. In 

Schiffauer's view, this reflects the need to show that an organization is in-

cluded in the report on the protection of the Constitution and that this in-

clusion is justified." 

Werner Schiffauer then published a controversial study in 2008: "The Islamic Com-

munity Millî Görüş." The basic tenor is, as an introduction: 

“The Islamic community Millî Görüş is one of the most controversial com-

munities of Turkish Islam in Germany. In the reports for the protection of 

the constitution, the picture of a tightly organized community is drawn, 

whose immediate goal is the establishment of a God-state in Turkey and 
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whose long-term goal is Islamic world domination. In the meantime, the 

establishment of 'parallel social structures' will be sought in which the 

kingdom of God is to be anticipated. A socio-historical analysis of the com-

munity shows a different picture, namely that of a transnational communi-

ty of migrant workers, whose relationships to German society, to the Turk-

ish community in migration and to the country of origin have experienced 

a complex history. " 

His main thesis is that a group of reformers has grown back in the meantime, and that 

Milli Görüs is developing in a similar way to the radical German student movement (to 

which Schiffauer also counts himself) and which have now all become quite good citi-

zens. His conclusion is: 

“As far as the further institutional development of the Millî Görüş commu-

nity is concerned, two scenarios are conceivable: The first scenario is that 

the reformers assert themselves with their attempt to formulate a value-

conservative program within society. This would offer the chance of over-

coming the Islamist positions that still exist from within. It would also 

offer the possibility of using the community's considerable potential for 

self-organization and mobilization of the faithful for integration into socie-

ty. The second scenario is that the reformers fail: this would mean that the 

church is falling apart. They would leave the educated classes and either 

withdraw resignedly or become radicalized. The rest of the church would 

likely retreat and encapsulate. The considerable pressure that politicians 

are currently exerting on the Millî Görüş works in the spirit of the second 

scenario. The reformers in the community are currently being dug up - and 

those in the community who are of the opinion that opening up to society 

does not pay off feel vindicated. " 

Werner Schiffauer later explicitly formulated this “protective hand” in his contribution 

to a conference of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung on “Recommendations for dealing with 

Islamist extremism and Islamophobia” with the title: “Security knowledge and deradi-

calization”. 
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In this text he deals with the protection of the constitution and its assessments. Alt-

hough he admits to the protection of the Constitution that it proceeds and evaluates 

correctly “categorically” in relation to its function (obtaining information for political 

decisions), but puts it in its place, since these categorical classifications miss the reali-

ties of life in the associations and not liveliness and the differentiation of the organiza-

tions. Only scientists (like himself) can do that and he calls on politicians to free them-

selves from the recommendations of the Office for the Protection of the Constitution 

(p. 241): 

"It's [...] about the political and social authorities that lead the dialogue 

and carry out the work of deradicalization. Ultimately, they are called upon 

to deal more confidently than before with the knowledge produced by the 

Office for the Protection of the Constitution. In doing so, they would ulti-

mately make use of this knowledge that was originally intended. For this 

purpose, it would be more than helpful if the Office for the Protection of 

the Constitution itself made the limits of the knowledge it produced clearer 

and gave up the reluctance it has exercised so far in this regard. " 

Inssan is named as one of the victims of German state persecution (p. 238/239): 

“This is by far not the only rejection I have. In a mail from Peter Amsler to 

Lydia Nofal from INSSAN dated October 26, 2006, I complained that a 

planned event in the Catholic Academy would have to be canceled due to 

lack of funding by the Federal Ministry of the Interior if one insisted on the 

planned invitation from INSSAN: 'Yesterday, Mr. […] from the Federal 

Ministry of the Interior called us and said that nothing would stand in the 

way of financing the event, provided we were willing to take INSSAN off 

the program. INSSAN is viewed by the BMI as an Islamist association, so 

that the BMI cannot finance an event with its participation; otherwise the 

house's policy would not be stringent. Mr […] asked for your understand-

ing and said that this was a guideline for the ministry. In this respect, he 

apologized for the fact that he was only now reporting on this after he had 

consulted again. ‘ This passage is interesting because it clearly shows the 

binding force that categorical knowledge produces. It is transformed into 
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the policy of a house, to which the officials are also bound, who personally 

assess the situation differently. Other projects that were rejected for the 

same reasons were “Dialogistan - Young People for Human Rights”, in 

which INSSAN was approached in 2007 by the Berlin Development Educa-

tion and Information Center (EPIZ) to cooperate, and the project “Youth 

against Violence”, in which the IGMG-affiliated education and intercultur-

al center in Goslar had proposed a cooperation project with the police 

against everyday violence. The rejections are also remarkable because they 

show the neutralization of information that does not fit into the picture." 

This “flanking” has the desired success and the public funding was no longer rejected. 

In June 2014, Schiffauer pointed out his position again: "Muslims in Germany: the 

protection of the constitution as a brake on reform" and speaks of "snooping on atti-

tudes": 

“The second generation brought together what appeared to be incompati-

ble: namely, the orientation towards a right-wing Islam and the Basic Law. 

Your post-Islamist search leads to an intellectually convincing answer to 

radical Islamism and its opposition to the West and Islam. There were al-

ways employees in the Office for the Protection of the Constitution who 

pointed out these developments. They were thwarted for political reasons. 

In the reports to the outside world, the assessment dominated that these 

developments were just a facade that concealed the Islamist orientation 

that was actually still there. [...] German society paid a high price for the 

clumsiness of the offices. The costs for the observation were the smallest 

part. The political costs were much higher. The suspicion of the protection 

of the constitution meant that the reform efforts of the second generation 

were repeatedly placed in the way. Numerous promising projects were 

thwarted. A peak of absurdity was, for example, that the family ministry 

refused to support the “Isl’amour Muslims against Forced Marriage” initi-

ative because the Muslim youth and Milli Görüs were involved - precisely 

the conservative communities that are otherwise always criticized for their 

family image. With this, exactly those within the Muslim organizations 
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could feel confirmed who rejected such opening initiatives anyway. [...] 

The observation of groups from which no violence emanates and who do 

not call for the overthrow of the constitution is sniffing out attitudes. The 

Office for the Protection of the Constitution likes to see itself as a 

'constitutional TÜV' - but it is far too dependent on politics to be able to 

cope with this task. If you want to hold onto the post at all, it should focus 

on monitoring violent extremists." 

In 2013, Prof. Werner Schiffauer - also with the financial support of the Open Society 

Foundation within the framework of Network Turkey at Oxford University - can con-

tribute in detail to a publication: "Signals from the majority society" in which the pro-

tection of the constitution is presented in detail as an obstacle to integration. The in-

fluence of Prof. Werner Schiffauer also extends so far that he - from 2008 to 2015 as a 

member of the Advisory Board of the Brandenburg Gate Foundation of the Berliner 

Sparkasse - established, initiated and enforced that not only mosque associations but 

the IGMG (Islamic Community Milli Görüs) and Inssan eV also become project part-

ners on site. In 2015 the foundation decided to end its cooperation with the mosque 

associations. The IGMG and Inssan e.V. are still named as partners. 
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Inssan projects 

About financing of Inssan as an association itself, no public records can be found. The 

beginner's mistake, in the two attempted large-scale projects of the cultural centers / 

mosque buildings publicly on donations on site and high grants from the Gulf States, 

was not repeated. In this respect, Inssan is as good as invisible as an association and 

only shows itself in its projects. 

After the blockades by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution had been 

cleared in 2009/2010, the projects could also begin - with state funding. 

At the beginning of the project work Inssan gives different information. On the page 

for the Wegweiser project it says: "The project sponsor is the non-profit association 

Inssan (People in Arabic), which has been carrying out projects in Berlin since 2001 

with the aim of positively shaping the community in our city." And the "Annual Report 

2018" says , as well as on the website: “Active in social work since 2002”. However, the 

association was only entered in the register of associations in January 2003 and in 

2010 the first project was implemented. 

Different elements are constitutive for the projects. On the one hand, there are intra-

Muslim problems with young people, which - in accordance with cultural and religious 

influence - the state can no longer approach integratively through the schools, and 

where a more modern Muslim project is now being addressed instead of the mosques 

as a 'social worker' and 'prevention against' Radicalization '. 

On the other hand, it is a well-known principle: “Pars pro toto”. It is used in a wide va-

riety of contexts, be it the British fishing rights in the Brexit negotiations as well as in 

the discrimination cases against Muslims: An existing but - seen in number - marginal 

phenomenon is centralized and as 'typical of the whole' Emotionally charged propa-

gandistically (e.g. headscarf debate) and, in a first step, organized as 'discrimination 

against Muslims', in a second step we join forces with other organizations that also 

propagate this for themselves, and then a broader “committee against Anti-racism ”, 

which, through the participation of the Jewish community, freed itself from the accu-

sation of anti-Semitism against Islamist groups formerly involved in the protection of 

the Constitution. (It is also astonishing that the term “race”, which was believed to be 
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overcome in liberal Germany, is revived in “racism” and implicitly those who use this 

term understand themselves as “race”, which is true for Muslims The concept of 

“racism without races” is not convincing either.) And thirdly, Inssan and associated 

Muslim organizations enjoy the support of the large Christian groups, especially the 

Protestant churches, which are energetically and organisationally ready, bringing the 

Muslim organizations into the 'religious boat'. 

The network against discrimination and Islamophobia (in self-

portrayal by Inssan) 

“[…] Was founded in August 2010 to actively combat discrimination 

against Muslims in our society. The project pursues an empowerment ap-

proach. The aim is to increase the awareness of those affected that they are 

citizens of this state with equal rights and to show them options for action 

in the event of discrimination. We go to the mosques and Muslim institu-

tions. Based on the experiences of the participants, we provide information 

on the legal basis at the events on site, show options for action and provide 

information about the existing support and advisory infrastructure. " 

The Berlin Senate describes the project (Drucksache 18/16 203) similarly, but with a 

specific justification of "promoting self-determination and social participation": 

"The funded project 'Network against Discrimination and Islamopho-

bia' (project name until 2013: 'Network against Discrimination against 

Muslims') trains active people in various mosque communities in ques-

tions of discrimination, the current legal situation under the General Equal 

Opportunities Act (AGG) and supports their networking and mutual sup-

port. In addition, there is an initial (legal) consultation for those affected 

by discrimination and, if necessary, the referral to specialized counseling 

institutions. The project provides information about discrimination 

against Muslims as well as the legal situation and advises and empowers 

those affected. It therefore also makes a contribution to increasing trust in 

the rule of law and promotes self-determination and social participation." 
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However, this educational work lies in a certain dilemma of ignorance of those affect-

ed, which the anthropologist Esra Özyürek reports after talking to activists in Berlin: 8 

“In my opinion, migrant Muslims, especially those practicing, take such 

decisive measures less often because they already feel marginalized and al-

ienated. They expect so little from majority society that they usually do not 

experience injustice as something that can be changed or eliminated. The 

experience of a team that conducts seminars to raise awareness of discrim-

ination in mosques shows this very clearly. Lydia Nofal, Inssan chairwom-

an and convert, reported at a presentation of the 'Training against Anti-

Semitism. Islamophobia and xenophobia ‘: 'When we go to mosques and 

ask people whether they feel socially discriminated against, they often say: 

No, we won't. And when we explain to them how discrimination works, 

they say: Oh, if that's what you mean, of course, it happens to us all the 

time! 'Safter Cinar from the Executive Board of the Turkish Federation in 

Berlin said something similar when we talked about the anti-

discrimination work of his organization entertained. " 

In 2019, the spokesman for the Berlin State Working Group on the Secular Greens, 

Walter Otte, also sees a specific victim mentality in an interview at Inssan: 

“Inssan e. V. is an anti-discrimination body that is co-financed by the State 

Office for Equal Opportunities from the House of the Justice Senator, even 

before Senator Behrendt. Since year and day one has been on the rails of 

discrimination as soon as it comes to people with a migration background. 

The persons and associations affected generally see themselves as victims 

and sell themselves as such. This is a - so far at least - successful scam, and 

a very significant part of the left-wing liberals are crazy about it and see 

discrimination where none exists. It would be interesting to examine this 

multiculturalist position for its content-related proximity to right-wing ex-

tremist ethnopluralism. In any case, the neutrality law is not a "headscarf 

8. Esra Özyürek: “German Muslims - Muslim Germans. Encounters with converts to 

Islam. ”Heidelberg: 2017, 176 pages. Page 56.  
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ban"; the women concerned can wear a headscarf outside of school when-

ever and wherever they want. " 

In 2020, the unperturbed saying: "Assaults on Muslims are much more unchecked in 

their intensity". 

“The network against discrimination and Islamophobia (Inssan e.V.) rec-

orded a worrying situation in Berlin with 265 incidents in 2019. This is an 

increase of 88 incidents compared to 2018. [...] Inssan e.V. demands that 

Berlin politicians expand the advisory and documentation center and se-

cure funding for advisory work, which is often done on a voluntary basis. 

We expressly welcome the project of the Berlin State Office for Equal 

Treatment Against Discrimination to promote a project on the subject of 

"Complaint structures and empowerment against anti-Muslim racism." 

Zeynep Çetin, project coordination of the network against discrimination and Islam-

ophobia / Inssan e. V., is financed with 28 hours per week. (Printed matter 18/15 795) 

However, these figures on discrimination should be viewed with caution. According to 

estimates of the religions in Berlin, 220,000 - 300,000 Muslims live in Berlin. Among 

the 265 attacks reported by Inssan are, as the text of the Inssan report says, 225 for 

religious reasons. This affects - which is difficult enough for individuals - only 0.1 to 

0.08 percent of Muslims in Berlin. The reported attacks are very different in their 

quality, from "insults, hostility to physical attacks". The subjectivity of those affected 

and the actual situation of the attacks are therefore incomprehensible. Anyone who 

asks more - the online reporting option was introduced for the first time in 2019 - will 

also get more answers, i.e. H. Is the increase in reports (2016: 110, 2017: 115, 201: 

176, 2019: 265) actually based on more attacks, or on an expansion of the reporting 

options? If so, these would be elements of (in the truest sense of the word) opinion-

making. 

In general, the data on discrimination in Germany is very poor and, according to the 

Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency, the importance of discrimination on the basis of 

religion is not a primary feature of discrimination in 2019 either. 
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“The number of requests for advice on discrimination based on ethnic 

origin or racist attributions rose in 2019 by almost ten percent to 1,176 

cases or 33% of all inquiries to the independent anti-discrimination agen-

cy. […] In addition to discrimination on the basis of ethnic origin, the in-

quiries are distributed among the other discrimination features protected 

by the General Equal Treatment Act (AGG) as follows: 29% of the com-

plaints were received on discrimination based on gender. This is followed 

by discrimination based on disability (26%), age (12%), religion (7%), sex-

ual identity (4%) and worldview (2%). The largest proportion of reported 

discrimination occurs in working life: 36% of the inquiries in 2019 related 

to disadvantages at work or when looking for a job. The second most fre-

quent (26%) was discrimination in everyday business, i.e. when looking for 

an apartment, when shopping, in the catering trade or in insurance and 

banking transactions. " 

The project was financed “initially for two years by one third from the London-based 

Open Society Foundations (OSF) founded by fund manager and philanthropist 

Georges Soros and two thirds from the budget of the Berlin Senate. Since 2015, the 

network has been supported by the State Office for Equal Treatment - Against Dis-

crimination by the Senate Department for Justice, Consumer Protection and Anti-

Discrimination. "[14] More precise figures can occasionally be found in inquiries in 

the Berlin House of Representatives, such as in printed matter 18/15 483. From the 

Open Society Foundation it was 38,000 euros (2011), 29,622.21 (2012) and 32,472.90 

euros (2013). In 2015 it was US $ 100,000 according to inquiry 18/15 795. The Berlin 

Senate transferred (according to printed matter 18/13 944) as part of the state pro-

gram “Democracy. Diversity. Respect. Against right-wing extremism, racism and anti-

Semitism ”over the years 

• 2010: Euro 26,799.00 

• 2011: 22,509.00 

• 2012: 34,210.00 

• 2013: 32,915.00 
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• 2014: 35,756.00 

• 2015: 45,461.00 

• 2016: 54,081.00 

• 2017: 60,879, 

• 2018: 78,729.00 

For the sake of completeness, and also to explain the opening remark that one is mov-

ing on “mined terrain” when it comes to Islam, it should be mentioned that in the 

same period (summer 2010) when the Inssan network was founded, a workshop was 

held by Berlin GEW (Union for Education and Science), which (according to FAZ: 

“The poison of Muslim intolerance”) dealt with the “often violent intolerance in 

schools with a high proportion of Muslim students and over, which has been simmer-

ing for years, and which has been overflowing with conflict. This workshop was based 

on an article in the “Berliner Lehrerzeitung” 2009. The report has the title: “Anti-

German hostility in schools - On the causes of an increasing tendency among young 

people of Turkish and Arab origin” and can no longer be found. In the FAZ report it 

says about the experiences of a teacher how the topic is "turned off": 

"The secondary school teacher Wolfgang Schenk, for example, once a 

spokesman for the Alternative List, had to gain relevant experience of how 

the union and school authorities dissuade him when he was accused of mi-

sogynist attacks on teachers or insults such as" Nazi "," sluts "," racist "or 

the threatened forced marriage of a schoolgirl turned to her. He was told 

to keep quiet so as not to provide the right-wing extremists with a tem-

plate. This merciless ignorance is held up to this day. As early as the early 

1990s, the influence of the Islamic associations and certain mosque associ-

ations made itself felt, whose anti-Western, anti-democratic resentments 

are now increasingly poisoning the climate in many schools, says Schenk. 

The 'hostility towards Germans' is actually just one of many exclusion phe-

nomena. " 
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The GEW itself declared solidarity at the state delegates' assembly one month later 

(November 2nd - 3rd, 2010) and decided that it condemned "growing anti-Muslim 

racism" and rejected the term hostility towards Germans: The GEW BERLIN "- con-

demned growing anti-Muslim racism / - advocates positive and negative religious 

freedom, as guaranteed in the Basic Law and the Declaration of Human Rights / - re-

jects the use of the term hostility towards Germans, which was invented by right-wing 

populists as a fighting term against the word xenophobia and demagogically distorted 

social reality. " 

This created another protective screen: Anyone who reports on integration problems 

with a connection to Islam/Muslims is a demagogic “right-wing populist”. 
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Mentors for refugees 

“[…] Is a project that actively shapes the refugee work of volunteers. The 

mentoring program was developed to inspire and support young adults 

(17 to 30 years of age) with an immigrant background for civic engage-

ment for refugees. The mentors in the project undergo training (1 work-

shop and monthly coaching) in which they are prepared and strengthened 

for their tasks. Together with the refugees from facilities (such as emergen-

cy shelters and dormitories for unaccompanied minor refugees (UMF), the 

mentors plan and implement actions that are intended to have added val-

ue for the entire residents of the facilities. " 

Numbers are seldom given about the number of those trained. From the beginning of 

2015 to the end of 2016 (according to the 2016 Wegweiser Annual Report) around 30 

volunteers completed the mentoring training. Natalia Amina Loinaz is in charge of the 

project. 

Project partners are two organizations that are personally connected to Inssan 

through the chairperson of the board (the ZDM (Central Council of Muslims) and the 

JUMA project of the RAA Berlin) and the Robert Bosch Foundation. The project is fi-

nanced and supported on the one hand by the Paritätischer Wohlfahrtverband 

through the program "Coordination, Qualification and Promotion of Voluntary Com-

mitment for Refugees" of the Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refu-

gees and Integration and on the other hand by the "Participation and Integration Pro-

gram" (PartInt ) of the Berlin Senate Commissioner for Integration and Migration. 

In the “Final Program Dialogue Report”, the following approaches are named for this 

Inssan project: 2016: Euro 42,219,- and for 2017: Euro 42,219,-. The Berlin Senate 

also financed the project with: 

• 2016: 53,263.40,- 

• 2017: 53,263.40,- 

• 2018: 55,000.00,- 
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• 2019: 55,000.00,- 

According to German Parliament document 18/13658, an amount of 95,947 euros 

was paid out from the “Live Democracy!” Program (2018). 

Prof. Bassam Tibi, an immigrant from Syria and a liberal Muslim, warns very urgently 

against attempts to cooperate by Islamist groups and the Jewish community 9:  

“Propagandistically, Islamists equate anti-Islamism with anti-Semitism. 

Ignatz Bubis, to whom I was very much connected, once wrote to me ask-

ing for advice after Islamists approached him in order to win him over to 

the formation of a Jewish-Islamic alliance. The clever boy was less naive 

than many of his fellow citizens and had an employee researched who 

promptly discovered the name of the group in the annual report of the 

Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution. Bubis no longer un-

derstood the world and asked me, as a liberal Muslim and dialogue part-

ner, for clarification. I explained to him how the Islamists instrumentalize 

Europe as a hinterland and abuse Islamic immigration for themselves if 

they want to use the Jewish community for themselves through a sham al-

liance. They can achieve this if the false parallel anti-Semitism / anti-

Islamism is to be enforced. In anticipation of equating anti-Semitism and 

anti-Islamism, I advised Bubis to refrain from supporting the Islamists, 

and he followed this advice. Because if the Islamists were successful in 

forming such a coalition, then no one could even say a word against them 

and no authority in Europe could act against them. " 

The psychologist and author Ahmad Mansour also warns of the risk of instrumentali-

sation with regard to "Meet2respect" (rabbis and imams cycling together): 

“The psychologist and author Ahmad Mansour warned: 'The Jewish com-

munity must not be so naive and allow itself to be instrumentalized by 

such initiatives.' Khaled al-Seddiqs, the imam of the Intercultural Center 

9. Bassam Tibi: “Islamic immigration and its consequences. The new anti-Semitism, 

security and the 'new Germans'. "Stuttgart: 2018, 516 pages, p. 124 ff.  
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for Dialogue and Education e. V. (IZDB), on the tandem ride. Both 

mosques are named in the Berlin Office for the Protection of the Constitu-

tion because of their connections to the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood. 

Last year, a photo became public of Sabri holding up her right hand with 

fingers outstretched and thumb folded. Since the massacre of the Muslim 

Brotherhood in front of the Rabi'a-al-Adawiya Mosque in Cairo on August 

14, 2013, this so-called Rabia gesture has been regarded as the identifica-

tion mark of the Muslim Brotherhood. " 

What all projects have in common is that they are completely dependent on public 

funding and that Inssan has not yet been able to build up equity. 

 

However, the funding amounts are only 'crumbs' of various 'big cakes'. According to 

the information in Bundestag printed paper 19/1012, the total for “Strengthening Di-

versity, Tolerance and Democracy” and for the federal program “Live Democra-

cy!” (2015) amounts to 78 million euros (78,419,227), for 2016 it amounts to 99 mil-

lion euros (98,552,306) and 200 million euros (200,320,537) are planned for 2017. 

“For measures to strengthen diversity, tolerance and democracy (Chapter 

1702, Title 684 04), 40,500,000 euros were planned in the federal budget 

for 2015, 50,500,000 euros for 2016 and 104,500,000 euros for 2017. The 

development of the amount of available funds is justified by the decisions 
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of the budget legislature. The total expenditure under the federal program 

“Live Democracy!” Was 37,919,227 euros (2015), 48,052,306 euros 

(2016) and 95,820,537 euros (2017). " 

The rates of increase are clear and with the right contacts and a pleasing project con-

cept, 50 - 100.00 euros are within a manageable range even for smaller clubs. 

Other projects with which Inssan is directly involved, but in which the association it-

self does not act as the project sponsor, illustrate the confusion “Who is promoting 

whom or what?”. 

Juma - Young, Muslim, active. 

Founded in 2010 on the initiative of the then advisor to the Interior Senator Körtning 

(SPD) and current State Secretary to the Governing Mayor, Sawsan Chebli and other 

Muslims (SPD), is officially a project of the RAA (Regional Office for Education, Inte-

gration and Democracy eV) and is supported by the Lydia Nofal, who was employed by 

the RAA, then and is currently the board member of Inssan, was organized as project 

coordinator alongside Kofi Ohene-Dokyi as project manager. 

This is explained on the JUMA website, saying that the project was "controlled" by 

her: 

“Between 2010 and 2014, Sawsan Chebli was a policy advisor on the staff 

of the Senate Department for Home Affairs and Sport in Berlin. Here she 

worked closely with the respective Senators for Home Affairs and Sport, 

Mr. Ehrhart Körting and later Frank Henkel, on the topics of Islam, inter-

religious dialogue and integration. Sawsan Chebli developed the JUMA 

project. For the Senate Department for Home Affairs and Sport, she 

steered the project together with the RAA." 

The project was presented by Sawsan Chebli herself at the 11th Berlin Prevention Day 

(2012): 

“The JUMA project was launched in December 2010 by the author (policy 

advisor for intercultural matters at the Senate Department for Interior and 
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Sport) and is financially supported by the Federal Ministry of Family 

Affairs from the federal program“ Initiative to Strengthen Democracy ”. 

JUMA stands for young, Muslim, active. [...] The project has two goals: 

Firstly, it is about giving Muslim young people a voice. They should freely 

exchange ideas about the questions that concern them, what they expect 

from politics and where they see deficits but also opportunities. Another 

central goal of the project is for Muslim young people to take responsibility 

and help shape our society. JUMA wants to strengthen the interest in ex-

periencing democracy among Muslim young people and offer young peo-

ple the opportunity to articulate their attitudes, opinions and positions in 

the political and media public. [...] The direct target group of the JUMA 

project are Muslim young people between the ages of 15 and 25 who iden-

tify themselves primarily through their Islamic identity. Young people are 

selected through mosque associations, Islamic youth organizations or mi-

grant organizations that are dedicated to working with Muslim young peo-

ple. So far, around 100 Muslim young people from Berlin have regularly 

taken part in the events of the JUMA project. " 

In an interview Lydia Nofal reports under the heading: "If Islam is part of your identi-

ty, you are right with us!": 

“JUMA is a platform in which young Muslims who want to get involved 

and help shape society can get involved. We always say, if you feel ad-

dressed, if there is talk about Muslims and Islam in Germany, if you want 

to have a say but don't feel heard, then you've come to the right place. We 

are not concerned with how someone lives their religion. We appeal to eve-

ryone who understands Islam as part of their identity and who are be-

tween 16 and 25 years old. " 

Juma is not only the abbreviation for “Young, Muslim, active” in German, but comes 

from Arabic. At one point it is said that Juma means the “Friday meeting” in Arabic, at 

another point, State Secretary Sawsan Chebli (SPD) already rudiments of the correct 

term, that it is Arabic for “Friday prayer”. ("In the 'Juma' project that I started ('Juma' 
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stands for Friday prayer, but also for 'young, Muslim, active'), ninety percent of the 

girls wear a headscarf." 

However, this is also a bit of an understatement, since Juma is the great prayer ritual 

that is celebrated on Friday during the mosque visit, which is mandatory for all male 

Muslims. Farid Suleiman from the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg writes about 

the Friday prayer in the Lexicon for Church and Religious Law: 10 

“In the Holy Qur'an and in the hadiths, the importance and specificity of 

the Juma has been emphasized. Praying and remembering Allah on this 

day is an opportunity to receive special blessings. The time of Juma prayer 

is the same as that of Sohr prayer. Juma prayer is compulsory for all male, 

adult Muslims, even if there are only two of them. [...] How the Juma pray-

er is performed: As soon as the sun has passed its highest point in the sky, 

Asan (the first of two, which is a special feature of the Juma prayer) is 

called. Now is the time to offer the Juma-related Sunnah prayers. Before 

the imam gets up for the khutba (sermon), the second asan is called. Then 

the Imam rises and recites the following prayer and immediately after-

wards the sura AL-FATEHA. " The Friday prayer is compulsory for every 

adult, male, free, sane, local (i.e. non-traveling) Muslim who is no further 

than six kilometers from the place of the Friday prayer. According to a pro-

phetic word, God seals the heart of those who, out of disregard, fail to pray 

on Friday three times in a row. Participation is free for women and chil-

dren. This obligation is traced back to Sura 62 of the Koran with the title 

'Friday', which was proclaimed in Medina. " 

10. Farid Suleiman, “Friday”, in: Lexicon for Church and Religious Law, editors: 

Heribert Hallermann, Thomas Meckel, Michael Droege, Heinrich de Wall, 2019, 

volume 2.  
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The orientalist Stefan Wild also makes a multifaceted reference to Friday “as a special 

Islamic day” 11 with which a whole series of different actions on the evening before or 

on Friday were considered particularly blessed, among others the great ritual ablution 

before prayer, cutting one's nails and trimming one's beard. "The gender veneration 

on the eve of prayer was particularly beneficial." 

The JUMA project will also be presented at the 2017 annual conference of the AK 

Muslims in the SPD: 

“The greetings were followed by three substantive impulses. First, Mehmet 

Senel, state project coordinator of “Hessian Muslims for Democracy and 

Diversity” (HMDV) spoke. He presented the HMDV project and explained 

the opportunities and difficulties involved in working with Muslim organi-

zations, in particular with religious associations. Thereupon Loubna Dou-

douh presented the project JUMA - "Young - Muslim - Active". She em-

phasized that JUMA is a place of lived religious and cultural diversity. 

Openness, respect and tolerance are particularly important. The aim of the 

project is to empower Muslim youth. " 

Not a word of “Islam as part of identity” but “lived religious diversity”. 

Is it a contradiction if, on the one hand, an organization of free youth welfare, such as 

JUMA, motivates young women and encourages them ("empowerment") to publicly 

profess their Muslim faith by Wear headscarves? On the other hand, the two driving 

forces behind JUMA, State Secretary Sawsan Chebli and the project coordinator Lydia 

Nofal, are both expressly devout Muslims, but neither wear a headscarf - Ms. Chebli, 

because you can't have a career with a headscarf, and Ms. Nofal, because she doesn't 

stare would be. However, the girls in the JUMA project are apparently implicitly ex-

pected - if 9 out of 10 do - that they wear a headscarf, i. H. that they will be stared at 

11. Stefan Wild: “Every day is not Friday. Comments on Friday, Holidays and Every-

day Life in the Islamic World ", in: Everyday life and material culture in the Arabic 

language and literature, edited by Thomas Bauer and Ulrike Stehli-Werbeck, Wies-

baden, 2005, pp.399-409.  
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and not have a career? That sounds more like deliberate instrumentalization and ex-

clusion. It would not be a contradiction if the intention is to build future women func-

tionaries who will remain in a Muslim 'interior' - outside the secular mainstream of 

society - where they will remain to themselves, i.e. not be stared at, and make careers 

in these marginal organizations ? In this respect, the question must be asked whether 

the JUMA project contributes something to integration and does not represent more 

of an explicit missionary work and exclusion? 

This JUMA project also falls into a situation in which the study (2016) "Integration 

and religion from the point of view of people of Turkish origin in Germany" found 

that, on the one hand, younger people go to mosques less often and pray less, but on 

the other hand they do more Express self-assessment of their religiosity than the el-

derly. Is it “a demonstrative commitment to one's own cultural origin”? 

“The pattern of balance between willingness to adapt and self-assertion is 

repeated when it comes to the religiosity of people of Turkish origin in 

Germany. On the one hand, in terms of traditional religious practice, the 

second / third generation turns out to be less active than the first genera-

tion. The second / third generation, for example, visits the mosque less of-

ten than the first generation (23 vs. 32% weekly or more) and also express-

es significantly less often that they say personal prayer several times a day 

(35 vs. 55%). On the other hand, the second / third generation assess 

themselves as more religious than the first generation (72% vs. 62% 

“deeply”, “very” or “somewhat” religious). It is possible that the answers to 

this question reflect less the “actually lived” religiosity than a demonstra-

tive commitment to one's own cultural origin. " 

The large event hall in the 'Red City Hall' in Berlin (the official seat of the Governing 

Mayor) is made available free of charge for JUMA events. 

According to the Robert Bosch Foundation on the number of participants: "In close 

cooperation with mosques and Islamic organizations, around 100 young people will be 

trained to become multipliers and 'bridge-builders' in their communities between 

April 2014 and April 2016." That is 50 young people per year . The financing remains 
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unclear, as the Robert Bosch Foundation does not provide any information on request 

and refers to the management of the JUMA project, from whom, however, on request, 

no answer or information was given. 

CLAIM alliance 

Founded in June 2018, with 38 member organizations. On the right, the name bears 

the first letters of the “Alliance against Islamophobia and Muslim hostility”. And the 

CL? As was said on request, “the CL has no function as an acronym. The name was 

chosen, among other things, because it can be used internationally and stands for a 

self-confident advocacy of our goals. " 

The alliance was presented in the house of the Federal Press Conference on June 26, 

2018. The participants were: 

• Thomas Heppener (Head of the "Democracy and Diversity" Department, Federal 

Ministry for Family, Seniors, Women and Youth) 

• Nina Mühe (project manager CLAIM) 

• Zeynep Cetin (Inssan e.V. - Network against Discrimination and Islamophobia) 

• Eva Andrades (TBB-Turkish Federation-Brandenburg Project ADNB) 

• The remarkable thing is not only that a responsible ministerial official sits on the 

podium, but that it is a head of unit. Thomas Heppener (born 1966) heads Divi-

sion 102 “Democracy Promotion” at the Federal Ministry for Family, Seniors, 

Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) and is therefore also responsible for the “Live De-

mocracy!” Program, from which in 2020 a total of 115.5 million Euros to be paid 

out. 

According to Federal Minister Dr. Franziska Giffey, the importance lies above all in 

municipal funding: 

“Two focal points are particularly important to me in the new funding pe-

riod for 'Live Democracy!': First: We are increasing our commitment in the 

fight against right-wing extremism and anti-Semitism. For the first time, 

there will be separate competence networks with experienced agencies at 
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the federal level in order to bundle and further improve work against anti-

Semitism and right-wing extremism. Second: We have placed a focus on 

local civil society. Additional funds go to the 'Partnerships for Democracy' 

in 300 municipalities, in which more than 4,000 individual projects have 

been implemented annually to date. 'Live Democracy!' Is also a strong pro-

gram for our free democracy in the second funding period. " 

The funding for “Live Democracy!” Is secured until 2023 and the beneficiaries include: 

•Action Courage e. V. 

•School without Racism, Berlin 

•RAA Berlin, Berlin 

•CLAIM 

•Partial e. V. Berlin office 

•Ufuq e. V., Berlin. (In the “Partnership for Democracy” of the Berlin dis-

trict of Neukölln, the “Key objective 1: Clarify the compatibility of Islam 

and democracy.”) 

This results in a stringent sequence in the successful lobbying of Issan: First the 

"Christian backing" with invitations as a participant / speaker in the Evangelical Acad-

emy Loccum (2004-2006), then the establishment of contact in the Academy Loccum 

(2009) between the head of the "Youth Work" department of the BMFSFJ, Inssan, 

Muslim Youth and Milli Görüs. However, all of this remained outside of a wider pub-

lic. The press conference in the house of the Federal Press Conference now clarifies the 

public recognition by the responsible Federal Ministry and thus 'the blessing (and the 

money) from above'. 

The self-portrayal of CLAIM states: 

“Racism and discrimination are not a problem for a minority, but endan-

ger our social cohesion as a whole. With CLAIM we are working on this 

growing problem that affects society as a whole. We counter developments 

that endanger the common good in Germany and Europe with information 
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and prevention. We form a broad social alliance against the exclusion of 

Muslims, against intolerance, discrimination, and hostility to Islam and 

Muslims. " 

The CLAIM project manager Nina Mühe is (according to the report by Inssan's adviso-

ry board member Barbara John) also a member of Inssan e.V., and Inssan himself is 

one of the group of experts who advise the CLAIM alliance: 

• Prof. Iman Attia (Professor for Critical Diversity Studies, Racism and Migration 

at the Alice Salomon University, Berlin) 

• Daniel Bax (project manager at Mediendienst Integration, on the board of the 

New German Media Makers) 

• Engin Karahan (Political Advisor and Advisory Board Member of the Alhambra 

Society) 

• Lydia Nofal (project manager INSSAN e.V.) 

• Prof. Dr. Werner Schiffauer (Senior Scholar of the European University Viadri-

na, former Chairman of the Council for Migration 

• Aliyeh Yegane (Head of Discrimination Protection and Diversity at Schools at 

LIFE e.V.) 

• Lamya Kaddor (project leader of the research project on "Islamophobia in ado-

lescence", co-founder of the Liberal-Islamic Association) " 

These experts, who are mentioned again and again in different variations, could also 

be called the 'Schiffauer Circle'. 

"CLAIM" is a project by MUTIK gGmbH and the Federal Ministry for Family, Seniors, 

Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) as part of the federal program "Live Democracy!" And is 

funded by the Mercator Foundation. 

It's intellectual fun and shows that there are intelligent people at work. As with 

“Juma” the Arabic original clearly shows what the content is about (the great Friday 

prayer and thus “Islam as identity”), so it is with “CLAIM”. It also has the meaning of a 

defined field for which you only have the license to dig for gold in it. As with other pro-
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jects, e.g. B. feminism, it is also and first of all about the creation of state-financed jobs 

for yourself. The Turkish anthropologist Esra Özyürek writes 12:  

“Although invisible in public discourse, German converts are overrepre-

sented in public functions that have to do with Islam - for example as 

chairmen of nationwide Islamic organizations, Muslim representatives in 

interreligious dialogue. Author of Islam-friendly newspaper comments or 

as a scientist who conducts state-sponsored or university research projects 

on Muslims. Many native and converted Muslims told me that at a time 

when most of the followers of their faith in Germany were guest workers 

with insufficient language skills and social skills, there was no alternative, 

but this tendency does not seem to be easing, but could become one Con-

solidate tradition. " 

What am I? And if so, how many? 

One of the characteristics of ideologically committed organizations, which stands for a 

large number of supporters, but where the discrepancy between committed and sup-

porters becomes clear, are the evangelicals in Germany who, like “Potemkin villages”, 

constantly found new organizations and campaigns, but always with that pretty much 

the same staff. Apparently, Inssan e. V. as a Muslim organization that advocates anti-

discrimination and unrestricted freedom of religion. 

If you look at the personal memberships of the chairman and the managing director of 

Inssan e.V., the two together unite ten organizations. 

A certain division of labor is also visible: Chairwoman Lydia Nofal organizes (as a 

woman) the civil society / political spectrum (RAA, Aktion Courage, AK Muslims of 

the SPD, Leadership Berlin and JUMA), the managing director Mohamad Hajjaj is (as 

a man) more likely responsible for religious connections (Muslim youth, Islamic Fed-

eration, IBMus, teiba cultural center / mosque, Central Council of Muslims-LV Ber-

12. Esra Özyürek: "German Muslims - Muslim Germans. Encounters with converts to 

Islam. ”Heidelberg: 2017, 176 pages. Page 50.  
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lin). Both are members of Inssan's most important political organization (SPD) and 

also of Inssan's most important religious organization (ZDM). 

Since every organization and every (no matter how small) project has its own logo, a 

'colorful variety' of logos can now represent a lot: 

• The WEGWEISER project is named as the sponsor: Inssan, as a cooperation part-

ner: Central Council of Muslims and JUMA. Ms. Nofal can therefore sign the coop-

eration agreement three times alone. 

• For the specialist conference (October 2019) "Flight, Migration, Homeland (en) - 

Muslims in Germany", the invitation is: Inssan e.V., the WEGWEISER project and 

the "Not without my faith" project - all Inssan's own brands. 

• For the workshop (November 2019) “Blogging against Islamophobia” the organiz-

ers are the Teiba Kulturzentrum, Inssan and the project “Network against Discrimi-

nation and Islamophobia” - the managing director can sign this three times alone. 

• On the “Appeal Religious Organizations on the Cause of Amazonas” (2019) against 

the fire disaster there, the logos of 17 first signatories are shown, 6 of which are di-

rect personal Inssan networks: Islamic Federation, IBMus, Central Council of Mus-

lims, Teiba eV, Muslim pastoral care Telephone and Inssan himself. 

• Two organizers with logo are named for the Islam week (December 2019): Islamic 

Federation and IBMus, cooperation partners are: Inssan and the IZDB 

(Intercultural Center for Dialogue and Education). In addition to six restaurants 

such as halal butcher shops and a financial service provider, sponsors are also - if 

the IZDB is close, it shouldn't be missing - Islamic Relief. 
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These examples can be continued relatively arbitrarily. The basic principle is the same: 

a diversity is presented that is not there. 

At the same time, the announcements of events and the sponsors named - including 

the sponsors of the Inssan Festival 2006 - show that in Germany it is for organizations 

that instruct their members to live according to the rules of Islam - especially in the 

subdivision into “halal” (Allowed) and “haram” (not allowed) - there is also a lot to 

earn economically. 

The Turks and people of Turkish origin in Germany alone have a purchasing power of 

more than 20 billion euros and the 400 companies that offer halal products in Germa-

ny have a turnover of around five billion euros. Of the around 40,000 Muslims who die 

annually in Germany, around 85 percent are repatriated because it is more cost-

effective (2,000 euros) than a burial in Germany (6,000 euros) and even in the imme-

diate family circle no around 40 relatives apply for visas and flights and Hotel have to 

pay. That is a turnover of around 70 million euros. 

The big organizations like Milli Görüs mention services like IGMG Bestattungshilfe-

verein e. V. or for the prescribed pilgrimages to Mecca own travel agencies such as the 

IGMG Hajj and Umra Reisen GmbH. 

Since Inssan sees itself as a religious organization that is politically active, such ser-

vices and income opportunities are not realized. 
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What kind of Islam does Inssan represent? 

There is no publicly available document in which Inssan explains, outlines or explains 

which faith or interpretation of Islam the association is close to or belongs to. It's like 

a blank or a riddle, which is amazing for an organization that explicitly describes itself 

as Muslim. 

However, if one takes as a basis what the Higher Administrative Court Berlin 1998 in 

its decision that the Islamic Federation Berlin is a religious community (OVG 7 B 

4/98) 13 explained, this question is not only completely superfluous because it is point-

less, it is even inadmissible: 

“Faith based on the Koran and Sunna is sufficient for a consensus. Contra-

ry to the opinion of the administrative court, it is legally irrelevant that the 

Koran and Sunna (traditional sayings, actions and decisions of the Prophet 

Mohammed) are the basis of the faith of all Muslims. Because it cannot - 

as stated - be required that the plaintiff commit to a certain denomination 

within Islam, in particular in the case of the majority Sunni denomination 

of its Turkish members, to differentiate himself from the Shiite or any oth-

er denomination according to the statutes. If the plaintiff, as he expressly 

stated before the Senate, understands his comprehensive belief system 

based on the Koran and Sunna as an ecumenical understanding of reli-

gion, then this must be respected as an expression of his religious self-

image. [...] It is well known that Islam does not recognize corporate forms 

of organization comparable to those of the Christian Church; it rejects hi-

erarchical structures. There is no need for a priest, but the Muslim - with-

out an intermediary - is in direct relationship with God. Islam knows no 

clergy according to the European-Christian understanding and representa-

tive community representatives are alien to it. He does not have bodies 

that could speak with official authority in matters of faith. Therefore, the 

13. https://www.berlin.de/gerichte/oberverwaltungsgericht/entscheidungen/

entscheidungsversand/ 
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fact that the complaining umbrella organization has not organized itself 

beyond the usual minimum structures of a registered association and that 

a religious head is not stipulated in accordance with the statutes is inher-

ently related to the content and self-image of Islam and is viewed by the 

defendant as an outgrowth of the right to self-determination of this Islam-

ic religion to accept. So - contrary to the opinion of the administrative 

court - it is precisely not the alleged standards of Western legal tradition to 

apply and an adjustment of the internal organizational structure of Islamic 

associations to comparable structures of the Christian church. " 

However, a description of the first sessions of the Islam Forum Berlin shows that the 

question of “Islam” corresponds to reality, since the various communities mutually de-

ny that they are “Muslims”. 

“With regard to the composition of the Muslim participants, also described 

by the organizers as 'explosive', some of the respondents expressed criti-

cism mainly on two aspects. A first critical point for them is the participa-

tion of the Ahmadiyya community in Berlin and the Alevis in the Berlin Is-

lam Forum, since these groups are not 'Muslims' and therefore, according 

to some respondents, they are also not subject to a' dialogue fall with Islam 

”. [...] In this respect, the assessment is confirmed here that the various 

Muslim participants 'endure' one another surprisingly well in the forum 

without 'excommunicating' one another, which they usually tend to do. 

The “diversity of mosque life, community life” sought by the organizers, 

which should be reflected in the composition of the forum, is also viewed 

critically as incomplete by some of the respondents. For some voices this 

desired diversity does not go far enough and they call for the participation 

of other Muslim groups and nationalities that have not been taken into ac-

count in the previous composition. At this point there are clearly two diffi-

culties in the exchange with 'the Muslims' in Germany. Firstly, the great 

heterogeneity within Islam leads to the consideration of who should actu-

ally take part in a 'dialogue with Islam' and, on the other hand, the fact 

that there is no central authority for all Muslims leads to the difficult 
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weighing up of who should take part in 'the Muslims'. can claim represen-

tation in Berlin. " 

On the occasion of the media attention (2007/2008) about the planned mosque con-

struction on Mierendorffplatz in Berlin, the co-founder of Issan e.V., Lydia Nofal, 

spoke in four interviews about the Islam that Inssan e.V. represents. The first was in 

November 2007 on Deutschlandfunk: 

“Lydia Nofal also redefines the role converts play in Islamic society. The 40

-year-old political scientist and mother of three studied in London in a 

multicultural environment, came into contact with Muslims and has felt at 

home in Islam for 16 years. In Berlin, she and others founded the Inssan 

association - a Muslim group that expressly wants to orientate itself to-

wards the reality of life in Germany. 'We differentiate between Muslims 

who are socialized here, whose mother tongue is German, and between 

first-generation migrants who are still very much home-oriented and for 

whom German is also a foreign language. And for us it is important that 

the German Muslims, the Muslims of the second and third generation or 

even converts, more and more influence the work in the community. It's 

about whether you are at home here or not. ‘ According to Lydia Nofal, 

mosque associations, the majority of which are members of migrants, reg-

ulate their affairs more and more independently. The importance of con-

verts is dwindling, according to the German Muslim woman. And vice ver-

sa? Lydia Nofal, who does not wear a headscarf because she hates being 

viewed crookedly for it, claims that her association Inssan is perceived the-

ologically as independent, even if Islamist foundations will probably help 

to finance the planned Inssan mosque. 'Nobody tries to infiltrate us,' says 

SPD member Nofal. 'We seek contact with the other Muslim organizations, 

we cooperate with them, we involve them in our work in areas where we 

have the same goals, to work together, and I see a very, very broad consen-

sus. " It is a sometimes pragmatic, sometimes cordial cooperation - and if 

the friendly clubs represent more traditional ideas about Islam, then that 

is either respected or discussed. " 
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This representation of a “theological independence” is also shown in an interview with 

BZ-Berlin, in which she stated that she liked the “simplicity of Islam” and that Inssan 

“does not represent a very conservative Islam”: 

“The planned mosque construction in Charlottenburg. The 'Inssan' associ-

ation wants to build a Muslim center on Mierendorffplatz for six million 

euros. For the first time, an Inssan board member has now commented on 

the financing of the mosque, which is to accommodate 700 visitors. 60 per-

cent of the construction costs are to come from mosque foundations in the 

Gulf States, the rest from donations ‘, says Lydia Nofal (40) from Neukölln. 

Born in the Sauerland, she is a founding member of 'Inssan'. Raised a 

Catholic, she converted to Islam 17 years ago. 'I like the simplicity of Is-

lam,' she says. The mother of three, who is married to a native Palestinian, 

does not wear a headscarf. The financiers - two well-known Arab rulers. 

One is Sultan Alkasimi, ruler of the Emirate of Sharia, who, as a major 

shareholder of the VW group, has already had a mosque built in Wolfs-

burg. The other of the rulers of Qatar. He co-founded the TV channel al-

Jazeera. Nofal said both of them are 'not stubborn fundamentalists', com-

menting on the fears of residents of Mierendorffplatz. 'We do not represent 

a very conservative Islam. In our mosque, men and women will pray to-

gether in one hall. ‘There will also be no pressure on women to wear head-

scarves. Nofal confirmed, however, that the mosque association 

'Inssan' (50 members) founded in 2002 maintains contacts with the Islam-

ic Community in Germany (IGD). According to the authorities for the pro-

tection of the constitution, the group is considered an offshoot of the fun-

damentalist Muslim Brotherhood from Egypt. " 

However, this has hardly made anything clearer in terms of content. And whether the 

common prayer in a mixed form - women and men next to each other in a hall - or in 

separate areas - men in the front, women in the back of the hall - is also not apparent. 

This “simplicity of Islam” was also an essential aspect of the conversion for other con-

verts (“Christian is now called Abdul”). 
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In October 2007 the taz printed an interview with Lydia Nofal under the heading: 

“Islam doesn't need a church”. 

“What is your culture of origin like? Where are you from? I come from a 

small village in the Sauerland, in North Rhine-Westphalia. A strictly Cath-

olic and very conservative village. The corner is blacker than Bavaria: You 

went to church three times a week. The SPD did not even run in the local 

elections. Did you rebel against the Catholic and conservative milieu at the 

time? Not at first, I was also very active in the church. I've done Bible read-

ings. I can remember reading from Paul's letters and thinking, what kind 

of stuff are you reading? At the age of 17 I left the church and became po-

litically more left-wing. I was a taz reader. Now I'm in the SPD. [...] Why 

did you need a different religion? Weren't you fed up with it? What does 

need mean - do you need it? One can of course also go through the world 

as an agnostic. But that's actually a shame, because I think you won't be 

able to perceive a lot of things. What, for example? I find that very difficult 

to put into words. The whole spiritual plane is very difficult to perceive if 

one does not believe in God. The Koran speaks of the signs of God, so one 

does not know God himself, but one recognizes the signs of God. But if I 

believe in God, want to recognize God's signs - do I need a religion that 

dictates rules for me? For example, it tells me: You are not allowed to eat 

in daylight now? It's not about whether I need a religion. I just think that if 

you believe in God, it expands your view. And the rules are nothing more 

than an aid to get closer to God. Fasting helps us, for example, to break 

away from everyday things and to focus more on the essentials in life. [...] I 

found some things in Christianity incomprehensible, unacceptable. That 

Jesus came into the world to redeem people from original sin - that does 

not correspond to my image of man. In Islam it is different, in Judaism 

too: there man is born free, he does not have to be redeemed. As a free 

person, he is fully responsible for his actions. In Islam, because there is no 

church between man and God, the individual is much freer. In his Regens-

burg speech, the Pope established a connection between Greek reason and 
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the Catholic Church. I do not find that the Catholic faith is compatible with 

reason. But I find that Islam is compatible with reason. In order to under-

stand this, however, one must first get to the real religious statements. And 

deal with it. " 

In January 2008, Lydia Nofal said in an interview with Tagesspiegel ('' I don't wear a 

headscarf either ") that Inssan" does not represent a very conservative Islam". 

“How should European Islam differ from the Islam of Arab countries? 

There is no difference in the principles. But in Islam there have always 

been different opinions on many subjects. For example, on the issue of 

women's rights, we are developing other positions here. Women are now 

represented on the boards of many Muslim associations in Germany. 

Inssan represents a very conservative Islam. Male members are reluctant 

to shake hands with me, a Christian woman. Many women wear head-

scarves. Should there be separate rooms for women and men in the Char-

lottenburg Mosque? We do not represent a very conservative Islam. In our 

mosque, men and women will pray together in one hall. However, there 

should be women's rooms and advice for women who have problems in 

marriage, with their upbringing, with their job search. There is also no 

pressure to wear a headscarf. Even if we see it as a religious duty - I don't 

wear it either. " 

In this interview, too, the question of the interpretation variant of Islam is only given a 

general answer. It sounds more like a 'do-it-yourself patchwork Islam', where each 

and every one of them looks for their own elements of faith and then names it as 

"Muslim" because it refers to the Koran, which - just like the Bible - can interpret very 

differently and contradictingly. 

The well-known convert Kristiane Backer, who was one of the stars as the presenter of 

the INSSAN Festival 2006, writes about her path to Islam 14 and the "basic evil" of the 

14. Kristiane Backer: “From MTV to Mecca. How Islam changed my life. ”Berlin, 

2009, 331 pages. Pages 68/69.  
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western world, i.e. the "lack of spirituality" and the lack of "intimate experience of be-

ing lifted up in God": 

“I read. Curiously, I asked Imran to lend me a couple of his books and took them to my 

own four walls. He was pleased with my interest. The very first book he gave me made 

some impression on me. It was called Man and Islam and was written by Ali Shariati, 

a Persian sociologist who died in an unexplained way in 1977. He had taught at the 

university in Iran for a long time, but was imprisoned again and again because his the-

ses seemed to the Islamic leaders to be inconsistent with the state. The book is by no 

means about veils, strict commandments or times of prayer, Shariati writes rather 

about philosophical concepts and true fulfillment: 'Man can free himself from the fet-

ters of nature and history through science. But in order to free himself from the cage 

of the self and to give vibration to the soul, he needs love and religion. '[…] The author 

further diagnoses the basic evils from which the western world in particular suffers, 

are the lack of spirituality, the lack of inner support in a sacred sphere and the inti-

mate experience of being lifted up in God. " 

Ms. Backer puts the dedication “Bismillahi Rahmani Rahim - In the Name of God, 

Most Gracious, Merciful” in front of her book and describes, among other things: 

“The idea that Islam could show a third way, quasi an alternative social 

model to the crude materialism of communism and the disdainful greed of 

capitalism, seemed too tempting. Islam, which had always been viewed as 

backward and backward-looking, suddenly arrived in the modern age with 

the writings of Sharia. [...] His writings revolving around the battle of ide-

as, the political struggle and a new concept of education had a great influ-

ence on the young intellectuals of Iran and led many to the fundamentalist 

movement. [...] In the mid-sixties, the circle of clergy around the Ayatollah 

Khomeini, such as Mahmud Taleghani, Morteza Motahhari and Moham-

mad Beheschti, had the idea of developing a new type of mosque, the Ho-

seiniye -erschād, to appeal to the Iranian middle class. In this new type of 

mosque one did not sit on the floor, but on chairs and the preacher stood 

in front of a lectern and did not sit on a raised pulpit. Ali Schariati was in-

vited as a speaker in 1965 and soon rose to become the institution's star 
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speaker who cast a spell over the increasing number of listeners. In his 

speeches, Ali Shariati raised the path of the Shiite martyr "to the only way 

that leads to truth and justice", and he urged his audience to "kill the ty-

rants or die". Ali Shariati developed the theory that there are two kinds of 

Islam, the 'pure and authentic' Islam of Ali and the 'corrupted Islam' of the 

Safavids, the ruling class that brought nothing but oppression and exploi-

tation. With this theory, Shariati opposed the clergy, who more and more 

distanced themselves from Shariati and pronounced fatwas against them. 

He was accused of teaching Wahabism or of having fallen away from the 

Shiite faith." 

In the emphasis on “true faith” and “true Islam”, this interpretation of Islam has quite 

similarities with the orthodox (“orthodox / strict believers”) evangelical Christians 

who also believe in the “true Bible” of the “word of God”, otherwise but also organize 

pop festivals with the latest technology. In this respect, there is also a religious prox-

imity to Salafists and to a “pop jihad”, i.e. the focus on the faith in the “true religion”. 

H. a connection between an unconditional belief as part of personal identity and an 

otherwise individual ‘life - within the religious rules. 

Now it also explains why Inssan not only tactically sought proximity to Milli Görüs 

and the Muslim Brotherhood in the initial phase (2003-2008) - besides the Ditib, they 

are the two largest mosque operators in Germany - but also in terms of their concept 

of “true” Islam ”is close. 
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Establishment, further networking and anchoring 

The further path of Inssan e. V. can be represented both on people and on member-

ships in other organizations. 

Inssan's chairwoman Lydia Nofal, who has already been mentioned several times, also 

stands for further networking of the association, as does Inssan's managing director 

Mohammad Hajjaj. 

In 2014, Lydia Nofal co-founded and spokeswoman for the Muslim Working Group in 

the SPD, of which Mohammad Hajjaj is also a member. In 2015, the vice-chairwoman 

of the ZDM-Berlin (Central Council of Muslims Regional Association Berlin), of which 

Hajjaj is chairman, becomes the vice-chairman of the Teiba cultural center. In 2019, 

Lydia Nofal (graduate political scientist) will become a member of the advisory board 

of the Institute for Islamic Theology at the Humboldt University Berlin as theological-

ly competent representative of the ZDM. Mohammad Hajjij is also a member of the 

Board of Directors of the Islamic Federation Berlin. 

AK of Muslims in the SPD 

The “German Turks”, i.e. the majority of Muslims in Germany, were for many years a 

“permanent bank” in the SPD's electorate. So it says in the FAZ in 2018: 

“The SPD had long since lost 'the worker' as a loyal voter, so it could still 

rely on one group: the German-Turks. Among them, she achieved incredi-

ble results. According to the polling institute “Data4U”, which specializes 

in surveys among migrants, 64 percent voted for the Social Democrats in 

the 2013 federal election. The SPD was still completely at peace with itself, 

because it has always seen itself as a migrants' party. In 2011 she intro-

duced a quota according to which migrants must be represented by at least 

15 percent in all party bodies. The parliamentary group has an above-

average number of migrants, especially German-Turks, in its ranks. " 

So it was only a matter of time to give political Islam a place in the party from an or-

ganizational point of view. Especially since the Greens had already founded a corre-

sponding working group. 
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In the SPD yearbook 2013-2014 it says (p.74): 

“In 2013, the establishment of a working group was prepared in several 

meetings with different discussion partners. The initiative came largely 

from Sawsan Chebli, who was appointed deputy press spokeswoman for 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs shortly before it was founded (and there-

fore renounced a spokeswoman mandate). Aydan Özoğuz took over the po-

litical patronage for the party executive. " 

On December 14, 2014, the “Working Group of Muslim Social Democrats (AMKS)” 

was founded in Berlin. Non-public meetings and no press were allowed. Islamiq writes 

"SPD as a political home for Muslims?" 

“According to various participants, the foundation took place amid contro-

versial debates and discussions. With a winking eye, the deputy SPD chair-

man Aydan Özoğuz explained that she had seldom seen a working group 

'so peaceful'. […] The deputy SPD chairwoman congratulated the AKMS on 

its constitution. Özoğuz presented the new speakers Tuba Işık (religious 

educator), Atilla Ülger (SPD politician in Duisburg), Lydia Nofal 

(contributor to the juma project), Mohammed Ibrahim and Selma Yılmaz-

İlkhan for the first time publicly. [...] High-ranking representatives of Muslim reli-

gious communities and organizations were not present either at the foun-

dation or at the follow-up event. Individual local representatives and dia-

logue officers from various Muslim organizations in Berlin had appeared 

as SPD members. The organizations did not seem to have been interested 

in founding a first working group of this type. The expected and an-

nounced welcome speech by party leader Sigmar Gabriel was also can-

celed. Nothing was known about the reasons for his absence. Allegedly, 

over 1,500 invitations to SPD members across Germany are said to have 

been sent for the founding of the AKMS. In view of this number, however, 

the event did not seem very well attended. Some of the seats remained 

empty. " 
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In 2017 the Tagesspiegel reported "SPD in close contact with Salafists". Mohamed Ib-

rahim (who is accused of anti-Semitism) and Faten El-Dabbas are mentioned by 

name. It says: 

“El-Dabbas also performed in the past with the German Youth Palestine. 

According to information from the Berlin Senate, the association is close to 

the terrorist Hamas. However, such commitment did not prevent the SPD 

from inviting El-Dabbas to appear. In 2015, she appeared at an SPD event 

in 2015, at which the then party leader Gabriel and Family Minister Ma-

nuela Schwesig were also present. In June 2016, in turn, she was a guest at 

the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, which is close to the SPD. A year later she 

was allowed to speak at the conference of the social democratic party 

group in the European Parliament on 'Success stories of Muslims in Eu-

rope'. At the time, El-Dabbas was working in the press and public relations 

department of the Federal Foreign Office and was therefore in close con-

tact with Sawsan Chebli, who was appointed deputy press spokeswoman in 

2014 by the then Federal Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier. 

Chebli should have met her before: because she was also active in the JU-

MA association, which is supported by Chebli. 

The response is apparently still rather subdued, because photos from the annual meet-

ings of the AKMS show around 14 participants (2016), around 30 participants (2017) 

and around 20 participants (2019). 

The report (in the interview: "The Tolerated") by Mohammad Hajjaj about the solu-

tion to his access problems to study shows that these party memberships are not only 

useful for the association (including funding, invitations) but also extend into the pri-

vate sphere: 

“For us children, the first real problem arose when my older brother and I 

graduated from high school. Because with the tolerance [of the family, CF], 

we were not allowed to study. On our papers it was explicitly stated: Ad-

mission to studies is not permitted. All universities we applied to have re-

jected us. We both did pretty well at school and at some point were able to 
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convince the immigration authorities to lift this ban for us. Friends have 

also stood up for us, for example Raed Saleh [also a Palestinian and since 

December 2011 chairman of the SPD parliamentary group, CF], who was 

already a member of the House of Representatives for the SPD. Then at 

some point the ban on the Duldung was actually simply crossed out. " 

• Participation of Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD) as SPD parliamentary group 

leader in the Bundestag (June 2013) in the fundraising campaign “Food for Or-

phans” by Islamic Relief. As Federal President (May 10, 2017) participation and 

address at the Iftar-Food of the JUMA initiative in the Rotes Rathaus in Berlin. 

• February 5, 2020: Meeting of the ZDM with the chairmen of the SPD in the Wil-

ly-Brandt-Haus. 

• Top discussion in the Willy Brandt House: ZMD & SPD. Chairman Saskia Esken 

and Norbert-Walter Borjahn, speaker Birga Inter and ZMD Chairman Aiman 

Mazyek, ZMD-Berlin Mohamad Hajjaj. Topics include Islamophobia, imam 

training, military pastoral care and meToo. 
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ZDM (Central Council of Muslims) Regional Association Berlin 

The managing director of Inssan, Mohamad Hajjaj, is the chairman of the ZDM - Ber-

lin (as a board member of the Teiba cultural center) and the Inssan chairwoman Lydia 

Nofal is his deputy. 

In these functions, they were a member of the commission for the establishment of an 

institute for Islamic theology at Humboldt University. Political scientist Nofal sits on 

the technical advisory board for the ZDM. 

This high-ranking representative office of the ZDM in Berlin once again refers to 

Inssan's proximity to organizations that are part of the Muslim Brotherhood, as de-

scribed at the beginning. And the “Islamic Charter” that the ZMD published in Febru-

ary 2002 - the year of the founding discussions of Inssan e.V. - is in all its problems a 

founding element of Inssan. Principles are: 

1. Islam is the religion of peace 

2. We believe in the merciful God 

3. We believe in the merciful God 

4. The Koran is the verbal revelation of God 

5. The development of one's own Muslim identity in Europe is necessary 

6. Integration while preserving the Islamic identity 

7. A dignified way of life in the middle of society 

8. Introduction of German-language Islamic religious instruction 

9. Establishment of chairs for the academic training of Islamic religion teachers 

and prayer leaders (imams) 

10.Approval for the construction of inner-city mosques 

11.Permission of the loudspeaker-amplified call to prayer, respect for Islamic dress 

codes in schools and authorities 

12.Participation of Muslims in the supervisory bodies of the media 

13.Execution of the judgment of the Federal Constitutional Court on Schächten 

14.Employment of Muslim military supervisors 

15.Muslim care in medical and social institutions 

16.State protection of the two Islamic holidays 
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17.Establishment of Muslim cemeteries and grave fields. 

In 2019 Inssan can announce another cooperation: 

“It is gratifying that the successful collaboration between Inssans and the 

HoR [House of Resources Berlin] has resulted in a long-term collaboration 

[2019-2022] and we are delighted to continue to support Berliners com-

mitted to integration and participation through our joint offers to be able 

to. The House of Resources Berlin has existed since 2016. The project 

funding by the Federal Ministry of the Interior for Building and Home 

Affairs has now been extended by the Federal Office for Migration and Ref-

ugees until 2022. " 

And in spring 2020 it says on the Inssan website: 

"Supporters / sponsors": "Federal Government Commissioner for Migra-

tion, Refugees and Integration / Federal Program 'Living Democracy' / 

The Commissioner of the Berlin Senate for Integration and Migration / 

State Office for Equal Treatment - Against Discrimination / Open Society 

Foundation." 
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In the 2018 annual report, Inssan e.V. names organizations with which it “worked” in 

2016-2018. 17 organizations are named, so Inssan is well connected. What seems 

more remarkable, however, are the organizations with which there was also coopera-

tion, up to and including personal 'overlaps', which, however, are not mentioned: Is-

lamic Relief, Islamic Federation, JUMA, Islamic Community Milli Görrüs and teiba 

cultural center. 

Inssan has also blossomed into a kind of official reporter on Muslim life in Berlin. 

Inssan member and CLAIM director Nina Mühe had already prepared the report 

“Muslims in Berlin” financed by the Open Society Foundation in 2008-2010, so in 

2018 she is also in favor of the friendly report on “Islamic Leben in Berlin ”, authorita-

tive co-author. 
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Conclusion 

From the lobbyist's point of view, the success of Inssan is impressive. 

Over the years there has been persistent work to overcome resistance. First, the classi-

fication by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution in the vicinity of the Mus-

lim Brotherhood / Milli Görüs must be cleared aside, for which scientific inventory is 

helpful, then one gains respect through many 'modern' actions (against forced mar-

riage, blood donations, garbage collection, etc.), then finds his first topic ("anti-

racism"), then his second topic ("refugee aid") and goes shoulder to shoulder with var-

ious recognized organizations in whose environment state subsidies come, so that as 

an organization one is a recognized sponsor. 

In retrospect, you could analyze and document these various aspects like in a text-

book. It would show that the will of a lobby organization is only one side and that the 

support and approval of established experts is the necessary other side. In this respect, 

the success of Islamic lobbying is not 'strong' in itself, but also as a desired component 

of religious lobbying. 

In terms of the actual success of being able to be reached and working with young peo-

ple, however, the success appears to be marginal. The number of participants is - if 

they are mentioned at all - in the lower two-digit range. But that is of little importance 

in the age of the Internet. Professionally designed websites give a great impression 

and reinforce the desired political effect: the image of a "colorful Germany" in which 

"democracy lives!" 

In the “Guideline Fields of Action for Cooperation with Islamic Associations in the 

District, publisher: Senate Department for Integration, Labor and Social Affairs, The 

Berlin Senate Commissioner for Integration and Migration”, (2007), which was drawn 

up on the basis of discussions in the Islamforum Berlin , it says unequivocally (page 

10) on the cooperation between the state and associations: 

"Clear exclusion criteria for any cooperation and financial support are the 

glorification of violence, the questioning of the separation of state and reli-
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gion and the rejection of parts of our constitution (e.g. democracy, gender 

equality, violence, violation of human rights)." 

From this it follows: In the failure to observe the separation of state and religion, 

Inssan's claim and demand for financial support to the state can only be derived from 

the Sharia (unity of religion and state). This was also shown in the contribution of Inn-

san chairwoman Lydia Nofal to a topic volume of the Friedrich Ebert Foundation on 

the complete financing of Muslim organizations. [24] Such full financing would not 

only be unconstitutional, but also unrealistic, since no other religious community or 

church in Germany is even remotely equipped. 

The actual respect for fundamental rights, such as the equality of men and women, ap-

pears at least questionable according to the reports and photos of projects and project 

partners in Issan, in which a gender segregation and a top (men) and bottom (women) 

become clear. 

In the orientation towards formal criteria (including verbal commitment to the Consti-

tution), Inssan is successful, since cultural and social policy only pays attention to 

these formalities. If it says “democracy” on the door of an organization, nobody looks 

behind it. As the responsible officer in the cultural administration once put it in a nut-

shell: "We are not the inquisition." 


